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This study challenges the prevalence of the literacy deficit views of student writing at 
Cape Peninsula University of Technology where I teach. The study is located in an 
Extended Curriculum Programme in the Applied Sciences and stretches across the 
Analytical Chemistry and Horticulture disciplines. It argues that writing is an act of 
identity and thus it is imperative to engage with the nuances of identity in text. I focus on 
the notion of the self and how this is represented in student writing. Students often view 
writing as difficult because they do not identify with the 'me' in their writing as dominant 
university discourses and practices often overpower them. 
The theoretical resources drawn on are situated in the academic literacies field which 
emphasizes the contested nature of academic meaning making practices (Lea and Street 
1998, Lillis and Scott 2007). In particular, I use Clark and Ivanic's 'clover-leaf model 
(1997) that identifies three aspects to research writer identity in a text: the 
autobiographical self which writers bring with them to the act of writing. This is shaped 
by their life histories and the social group with which they identify; the discoursal self, 
which is how writers represent themselves in the text, based on the discourse choices 
they make as they write, and the authorial self, which is how writers assert themselves in 
their writing. In addition, the three aspects above are all affected by the socio-culturally 
available subject-positions and patterns of privileging among them that exist in the socio-
cultural context. My research extends Ivanic's research on the contested nature of writing 
by shifting the focus from academic writing of mature students in higher education, to 
explore academic and journal writing of first year students in an extended programme at 
a University of Technology in Sou h Africa in a time of rapid transition. 
In order to explore these aspects of identity in student text in the Applied Sciences, I ask 
how students represent themselves in a text and whether there are any shifts or changes 
within an academic year. I also ask what these self-representations mean for teaching in 
an extended curriculum programme. The methodology used is an interpretive qualitative 
study that lightly draws from the critical discourse analysis of Fairclough. The research 
explores the writing of four first year students in the disciplines of Analytical Chemistry 
and Horticulture in an extended curriculum programme which are located in the Applied 
Sciences. As we will see, the different disciplines enable different self-representations for 
these students. 
My results indicate that writers construct a self that is constantly shifting and changing 
according to the subject positions they find themselves in. Ivanic (1998) says that these 
subject positions exist in the socio-cultural context of writing, which is society and the 
institution, and can constrain the choices students make when they write. Students are 
often at the 'mercy' of these societal and institutional conventions. This is not new, but it 
adds a grounding that firmly locates student writing as a creative combination and re-
combination of the discoursal resources that surround them. This implies that there is a 
unique self in every piece of writing which students present. My research indicates that 










from what they know and have learnt from prior experiences. There is evidence of a 
developing discoursal self as writers imitate new sources. This is often seen as plagiarism. 
The authorial self is not salient at this stage as writers are learning to position themselves 
appropriately. In the second semester, the discoursal self becomes more significant as 
students learn what works and what does not work This is very dependent on 
institutional discourse. The autobiographical self is still present, but in a more subtle 
form. 
The authorial self becomes more developed as students gain confidence. The journal 
writing is a further indicator that students have a strong sense of self in their writing. The 
key implication is that there is always 'voice' in writing and selfMrepresentation in writing 
should be foregrounded in teaching and learning. 
This is a challenge to the deficit view prevalent as commonly expressed by subjectMspecific 
lecturers at CPUT as there is a lot of strategy and decision making when students write, 
based on the contexts in which they find themselves. Students are not only part of a 
particular diSciplinary and university context, but also part of a wider social context that 
plays many roles in how students position themselves in writing. This suggests a complex 
multilayered context and it is necessary to accommodate and recognize this when 
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To take part in the African revolution, it is not enough to write a revolutionary song; you must fashion the 
revolution with the people. 
And if you fashion it with the people, the songs will come by themselves and o/themselves. 
(Sekou Toure in Biko, 1978:34) 
The true measure of South Africa's progress as a nation lies not with the 'knowledged', but rather 
with the manner in which that knowledge is imparted. Biko (1978) says that in order to achieve 
real action, you must yourself be a living part of Africa and of her thought and there is no place for 
the intellectual, teacher or academic who is not concerned with and completely at one with the 
people of Africa and of suffering humanity. My study is aligned to this philosophy, as it seeks to 
recognise that students have different ways of doing. valuing. speaking and writing and it is 
through recognizing these differences that we will come to realize the need for a change in the 
way we think about our students. And, as a consequence, how critical that change is to a complex, 
vibrant, emerging and changing South African society. 
My research site is a University of Technology in Cape Town, South Africa. Universities of 
Technology provide career directed technology programmes in Engineering. Business, Health 
Sciences, Applied Sciences and Art and Design. I teach an accredited subject called 
Communication Skills at the Cape Peninsula University of Technology (CPUT) in the Applied 
Science Faculty in a mainstream and an Extended Curriculum Programme (ECP). My research 
takes place within an ECP which is described later in this chapter. The Communication Skills 
course is an English language course attached to a first semester curriculum which is compulsory 
for most first year students in the Applied Sciences. 
I initially started my study as an attempt to find answers to why some students succeeded and 
others do not. In my ten years as a language academic staff member in higher education, I noticed 
that poor Grade 12 results (final school leaving year or matriculation year) did not automatically 
predict failure. There were many students who flourished despite poor results and on the other 
hand some students with good results, could not succeed. In South Africa, academic lecturers 
often blamed poor writing performance on language problems. This perception is that most black 
studentsl are from historically disadvantaged backgrounds, come from under-resourced schools 
and speak English (the institutional language) as an additional language. Institutions often 
develop a generic language skills course in a mainstream curriculum with the idea to 'remedy' 
these language problems. This is how the Communication Skills course that I teach in the Applied 
Sciences is regarded by most subject lecturers in my faculty. In most cases, the language remedial 
intervention does not work as most students' still 'battle' with writing after the completion of the 
course. 
It is interesting to note that students perceived their difficulties with language issues differently. 
It appeared that they attributed their 'problems' more to ignorance in the discipline than to a lack 











of English skills. These notions were reflected in an annual language in-house conference 
('Indaba') with combined CPUT academic staff and students. 
My research will investigate this disparity between student self-representation in text (which will 
be discussed in my next chapter) and writing development in relation to the deficit view of 
literacy commonly expressed at institutional level. Writing is significant to a greater or lesser 
extent for studying identity construction or self-representation as written text is planned and 
used for assessment of academic achievement. My findings will provide insight into how students 
use familiar resources based on their identities to build new resources to create a unique 
discoursal self in text. The study will focus on student texts, the social interaction which 
surrounds the production of these texts and the socio-cultural context within which this 
interaction takes place. This is aligned to Fairclough's framework (1989) (see figure 2.2) that was 
designed to analyse the relationship between linguistic text and the wider social processes. My 
approach will thus examine the relationship between writing and self-representation from 
theoretical perspectives based on the New Literacy Studies which encompass the literacy-as-
social practice approach rather than seeing writing as an individual act (Street 1984, 1993; Gee 
1996; Clark and Ivanic 1997; Ivanic 1998) to explore my research topic. The context surrounding 
this study is important to understand how self-representation is constructed in text. 
Context of this study 
Ivanic (1998) argues that writers' identities are socially constructed through the socially available 
possibilities for self-hood and this availability is socially constrained. However, students can 
conform to or contest social constraints. Thereis thus room for creativity. The implication is that 
writing is not neutral, but political and ideological and does not take place in isolation under 
socio-political processes. There is tension between freedom of choice in identifying with 
particular available subject positions and the socially determined restrictions on those choices. 
Subject positions are explained by Clark and lvanic (1997) as possibilities for self-hood that exist 
in the socio-cultural context of writing, both in the wider context of society and the immediate 
institutional context of an instance of writing. These subject positions can be conscious or 
unconscious which can restrict writers or challenge them. Clark and Ivanic (1997:137) say that 
subject positioning are 'identities that are set up for people by the conventions for all types of 
action, of which writing is one.' Conventions are practices that are endorsed by the social, cultural 
and institutional contexts. This can also be described as intertextuality as defined in chapter 2 
where the interplay of many voices pOSition writers in certain ways. Writing is thus located 
within the wider socio-cultural-political contexts and both shapes and reflects ideology and social 
structures. This study of writing in the ECP is embedded within the contexts of the discipline, the 
institution, and of South Africa in a globalized world. These contexts all interact with each other 
which influence self-representation in writing. 
The Cape Peninsula University of Technology (CPUT) 
In 2005, CPUT officially emerged as a University of Technology (CPUT website 2009) after being 
known as a technikon. Today CPUT has 5 campuses: Bellville, Cape Town, Mowbray, Granger Bay 
and Wellington. CPUT has six faculties: Applied Sciences, Business, Education and Social Sciences, 
Engineering, Health and Well ness Sciences, Informatics and Design. 
The merger- from technikon to University of Technology 
CPUT is a post-Apartheid merged higher education institution. The transformed nature of 
education in post- Apartheid South Africa has seen many changes in the higher education 











non-racial society has meant that institutions had to become racially desegregated. CPUT was 
formerly known as the Cape Technikon (Cape Tech) and the Peninsula Technikon (Pentech). The 
Cape Tech was situated in central Cape Town and is known as a historically white advantaged 
institution and the Pentech was situated in Bellville and is known as a historically black 
disadvantaged institution. The Cape Tech and Pentech merger was approved by the then Minister 
of Education, Kader Asmal in 2003 to form CPUT (CPUT website 2009). The merger must thus be 
seen against the background of the above political and ideological changes in South Africa. 
However, despite these mergers and policy changes in South Africa, historical conditions are still 
affecting the demographic profile and cultural, political and curriculum agendas at CPUT. 
Coleman (2006:10) says that a 'particular political and cultural agenda that defined Pentech and 
strongly informed its academic practices continues to embed itself. Pentech still draws students 
from previously disadvantaged black schools and Cape Tech still draws students from previously 
advantaged 'white' schools. Winberg's (2005) research on how the history oftechnikons 
influences present day Universities of Technologies reveals that many technikon lecturers still 
identify with vocational training and see themselves as practitioners in their particular field. The 
implication is that curriculums are still loaded with content subjects from a vocational technikon 
era and little time is allocated to student and staff research. Winberg says that 'students were told 
in the technikon era what they needed to know in the lecture hall, the workshop, the laboratory 
and the workplace' (2005:192) and these pedagogical implications are still pervasive in the 
University of Technology setup today. 
Jansen (2004) further states that despite all the policy changes and mergers for democracy in 
institutions of learning, democratic practices are still not taking place. He says that 'policy is not 
practice, and while an impressive architecture exists for democratic education, South Africa has a 
long way to go to make ideals concrete and achievable within educational institutions' Oansen, 
2004: 126). Jansen reflects that mergers were not only a political move, but a practical move that 
aimed to change pedagogic and content choices in curriculums. Mergers offered to change the 
nature of the old style technikon-framed education, but currently it is struggling to deliver. 
The Council of Higher Education (CHE, 2004) in South Africa defines a technikon as the 'practical 
application of technology' and the Department of Education (DoE, 1995) describes technikons as 
the application of scientific principles on practical problems and technology. Technikons offer 
experiential learning and the main qualification is often a diploma. Degrees in technology are also 
offered (CPUT website 2009). The admission requirements are lower compared to admission 
criteria at an academic university in South Africa. For example the University of the Western Cape 
(UWC) and the University of Cape Town (UCT) require a matriculation endorsement for 
admission whereas CPUT does not In South African higher education, a matriculation 
endorsement is required for the study of university degrees, with a minimum of four subjects 
passed with at least a "C" symbol, although some universities set additional academic 
requirements. A standard school-leaving South African senior certificate is sufficient for technical 
qualifications and diplomas (DoE 2006).The CHE (2004) indicates that a merger and a new name 
would mean that technikons would be in a better position to respond to the needs of industry for 
technically infused programmes at undergraduate and postgraduate levels. This would raise the 
admission benchmark and the quality of the programmes offered. It would also attract funding for 
research and experts from the industries. The new name would emphasize scholarship, 
innovation and development This would then result in a new generation of highly skilled 
knowledge workers which was needed and valued in the industry. 
There has been significant change at CPUT. CPUT has formed stron~ links to technology, 
innovation and working in close partnerships with industry and the community in South Africa. 
The current mission of CPUT is to 'develop and sustain an empowering environment where 











the community and industry, are able to create and apply knowledge that contributes to 
development.' (CPUT official mission statement, 2009).This mission statement is especially 
important in the South African context, where one of the many challenges facing higher education 
is to redress the past inequalities and contribute to meeting the needs of a changing nation, 
especially the needs of all industries. Researchers such as McKenna and Sutherland (2006) and 
Winberg (2005) say that modern workplaces require employees with high level technical skills 
with an awareness of social and ethical concerns, individual creativity and the ability to reflect 
and evaluate their own actions. The challenge is for Universities of Technologies to meet those 
needs. As noted by Coleman (2006) the legacy of Apartheid is still affecting the merged CPUT as it 
attracts many black students from low income backgrounds with a disadvantaged educational 
background. Currently CPUT has an 82% black enrolment figure (Management Information 
Service CPUT, 2009). Most students are from a historically disadvantaged background and from 
ex-DET 2 schools. In many cases English is an additional language. The CPUT language policy 
(2008:5) states that 'English is the default language of teaching, however, where determined by 
department, site, discipline and market context, isiXhosa and Afrikaans could also be used as the 
language of teaching, provided that such usage does not limit access, or promote marginalisation 
of any language community.' I use the phrase English as an additional language (EAL) as many 
students speak more than one language at CPUT. The HAL students struggle with academic text, 
especially writing as they might not necessarily have the background knowledge to critically 
engage and interpret English texts. This background still strongly defines CPUT. 
The throughput rate 
The University of Technology like many other higher education institutions in South Africa have 
shifted demographically as noted and this has meant that certain curriculum and cultural changes 
had to take place to accommodate this diversity. There has been a lot of media attention and 
debate about the changing face of South African universities. In the Sunday Times, Bloch (2009) 
writes that in 1993 there were 190 000 black students at South African universities and today 
there are 450 000 more black students at universities and despite all these changes, universities 
are still not producing a good throughput rate of black graduates. He adds that for every 83 
'white' students who get through in 5 years, there are about 33 black students and the merger of 
universities and technikons has 'mostly been an administrative, technical process that has 
nonetheless not necessarily improved the management and certainly has not improved the ability 
of the universities and technical universities to position themselves and understand their niche' 
(Bloch, 2009:13). The 2006 graduation figures released by the DoE for South African universities 
of Technology show that 58% of students who started as first years in 2000 had dropped out by 
2004 and only 32% had graduated (DoE, 2006). The rest had not completed the qualification. A 
recent study (CHE, 2007) found that 45% percent of students leave university without graduating 
and at University of Technologies 66% leave without graduating. In addition the National 
Benchmark Tests Project (NBTP) shows that only 47% of first year university students are 
proficient in academic literacy (Veld, 2009). Jansen (2004) says that a reason for low black 
student throughput rate could be that little effort has been made towards social integration on 
campuses despite racial desegregation. He advocates for racial, staffing, curriculum and 
institutional culture integration in order for proper transformation to take place. 
Despite the policy shifts at CPUT and a strong need to facilitate academic access to students via 
curriculum and pedagogic strategies, there are few signs of pedagogy and content changes within 
2 The term DET was used In the Apartheid South Afrlc;an government to refer to black schools listed under the Department of Education and 











the curriculum. Winberg's research (2005) reveal that many technikon lecturers still prescribe to 
a practical vocational skills approach (see page 3 ) and in very few cases have shifted to a more 
conceptual and analytical approach. 
The above background is an indication that higher education is failing to educate a much needed 
professional workforce. They are not meeting the needs of the South African democracy as 
throughput rates are low. Universities are under pressure to reassess their academic 
development initiatives. The introduction of foundational provision in the form of Extended 
Curriculum Programmes (ECP) is one of the ways to give students the time and the opportunity to 
develop themselves educationally and socially in a nurturing, empowering environment in order 
to improve throughput rates. 
The Extended Curriculum Programme (ECP) 
The DoE (2006) states that foundational proviSion is commonly intended to facilitate the 
academic development of students whose prior learning has been adversely affected by 
educational or social inequalities. As already noted, many students at CPUT fit the above 
description. 
The DoE has made funding available to higher educational institutions to build foundation work 
into accredited academic programmes in order to improve the graduation and retention figures. 
The DoE policy (DoE 2006) describes the ECP as 
a first degree or diploma programme that incorporates substantial foundational provision that is 
additional to coursework prescribed for the standard programme. The foundational provision 
incorporated must be (a) equivalent to one or two semesters of full-time study, (b) designed to 
articulate effectively with regular elements of the programme and (c) formally planned, scheduled 
and regulated as an integral part of the programme. 
These ECP's are based on the hypothesis that some students need more time and need more 
guidance in order to realize their potential t  succeed in higher education. This stems from the 
inequalities of the past where educational resources were distributed unfairly among schools. 
The ECP is currently offered in all faculties at CPUT with the exception of the Business Faculty. 
The ECP programmes at CPUT are administered by the Fundani Centre for Higher Education 
(Fundani CHED). Fundani CHED is a unit of CPUT whose main role is to strategically facilitate 
higher education development. Fundani CHED describes the ECP as being strategic in raising 
throughput rates at CPUT. The Fundani CHED describes the ECP as follows on their website: 
• The aim of the Extended Curriculum Programme is to.increase the throughput rate 
of disadvantaged students. 
• Entry is for students who are identified as at risk or who do not meet the 
minimum requirements for programme entry, but who show motivation and/or 
potential to learn at the university. 
• Extended Curriculum Programmes involve the extension of existing regular year 1 
subjects to two years with the inclusion of extensive support for learning within 
those subjects. 











• Extended programme students are ultimately the responsibility of the programme 
leader of the mainstream programme the students are registered for. 
• Staff in each programme is expected to attend development workshops and to 
plan and deliver curricula co-operatively 
(CPUT, Fundani CHED website 2009). 
As seen from the above quote, ECP is aimed at improving access and success rates. The ECP meets 
the needs of students who would not have normally been admitted into higher institutions 
because of poor matriculation results. The assumption made by the DoE is that students identified 
as ECP students are often not adequately prepared to deal with the demands and the pace of 
higher institution learning, large classes, independent work and perhaps issues with English as an 
institutional language. Also, the increase in numbers of black students as reflected in the earlier 
statistics given, implies that the linguistic, social and cultural diversity of student profiles have 
changed at universities. Academic development has come into the spotlight as interventions are 
developed Student writing has become an important issue as this is the most visible assessment 
in student performance. There have been public debates at CPUT as we will discuss in the next 
section about 'poor standards' of writing. This is seen by many as playing a significant role in 
student failure. Lillis and Scott (2007 :9) say that the nature of the 'problem' in writing must be 
properly defined and articulated in exploring writing 'problems'. They put the following questions 
to us for research: 'What does it mean to the participants to do academic writing? How is identity 
bound up with communicative practices in the institution? How do prevailing conventions and 
practices enable and constrain meaning? What opportunities exist for drawing a range of 
theoretical and semiotic resources into academic meaning-making?' My research is aligned to 
these types of questions as I try to answer how students represent themselves in academic 
writing and explore what role the socio-culturally shaped subject positionings Oike the dominant 
practices of the institution) play in their self-representation. 
The next section will describe my personal journey in developing my research questions. 
The motivation for the study 
As said before I have the vantage pOint of being a language staff member at CPUT. One of the 
reasons for my study on the relationship between self-representation and writing development 
stems from grievances expressed by subject-specific academic staff in a language colloquium or 
Indaba in 2006 at CPUT. This Indaba is an annual gathering of all interested academic staff 
members to discuss language related issues at CPUT. At this meeting many academic staff 
members complained about the poor English skills of their students and how these skills 
connected to poor performance. An academic staff member explained in detail how she 
paraphrased academic text for her students who do not speak English as a home language. She 
added that this did not help - as her students were still performing poorly. I noted that many 
academic staff members' perceptions about student failure were related to poor English skills. 
The common assumption was that student writing 'problem' was an indication of falling 
standards at CPUT. 
In 2007, at the next language Indaba students were invited to speak about their own experiences 
in language development. All the students were black and approaching the end of their academic 
paths at CPUT. It was interesting that both staff and students saw language as an issue when it 
came to academic achievement but the students' descriptions of themselves and their struggles 











For example, students felt that academic staff members were not taking into account their EAL 
background when it came to explaining subject specific terms. Students felt that academic staff 
members were more concerned about the technicalities of writing than the content of their 
writing. They felt that this produced inequalities, as English was not their first language. Some 
students said that it was unfair not to be able to write in their home language. Others felt that 
English was 'okay, but the struggle was in the 'accuracy' required of them in their writing. The 
common feelings were that the conceptual understanding of that task should be more important 
than'the 'accuracy' expected in written assignments. Some students said that academic staff 
members confuse them as there are often different assessment criteria for each assessment. An 
interesting point made by a student was that before you can succeed in academia, you have to 
become a part of the academic world. When I asked the student to explain what he meant, he said 
that he became a better student once he understood what a particular assignments requirement 
was. He added that all lecturers did not make this clear. Students felt that understanding concepts 
were more important than language 'correctness'. 
Most of the students I teach are black students who do not have English as a home language. 
There are many reasons for poor conceptual understanding in their field of study. There is usually 
an unavailability of science textbooks and no internet access in their homes. These textbooks and 
web sites are not written in their home language. There is very little support at home, as often 
they are the only ones studying at university. By their own admission, some students are in the 
wrong field, as they were not empowered by their schools to make the right career choice. The 
university environment confronts them with a range of foreign experiences, for example, a new 
city, away from home and the diversity of student population and new lecturers who often have a 
different cultural background. The students have the daunting task of unraveling and making 
sense of this new environment. My perceptions are that students who struggle are often 
misunderstood academically and culturally by many subject lecturers who reduce everything to a 
language deficit. These misconceptions have serious implications for learners. The interaction 
with the learner is based on a preconceived notion that the learner cannot think logically and the 
word 'slow' is often said. The dominant conventions at university support this notion as students 
are often assessed according to how skillfully they can manipulate text. My concerns are that most 
lecturers are concerned with surface skills such as issues of standards and correctness in student 
writing and this is often to blame for 'falling' standards at CPUT. This attitude ignores diversity in 
students and limits the many other talents that students bring with them into writing .. 
While gathering data for my analysis, students often spoke about the difficulty in understanding 
scientific language. Halliday and Martin (1993) argue that it is not an English language problem as 
perceived by most educators, but the science language or discourse that can alienate students. 
They add that the experience of science language difficulty is not so much in the poor 
understanding of the English language but in the lexicogrammar of the scientific text. The 
lexicogrammar is the meaning of the text as constructed by syntax, vocabulary and discourse. 
This will be discussed further in the literature review. 
My motivation thus stems from my work as a language lecturer in ECP. My aim is thus to explore 
how student writing can be seen as less of a skills activity than as an act of self-representation 
that is constructed from the available subject positions (explained below) which can be conscious 
or subconscious. 
Aims of the dissertation 
The nature of writer identity is shaped by what Clark and Ivanic (1997) call 'subject positions' as 
touched on earlier in my introductory paragraph on the context of this study. As said 'subject 











the broader context of society and the more specific institutional context. For example. students 
writing in an academic context may find that they want to align themselves with dominant 
institutional conventions of writing as it makes them part of a specific academic community or 
they want to resist or they are just confused. This is explained in more detail in the next chapter. 
Clark and Ivanic (1997:137) defines conventions as 'abstract rules of behaviour or prototypical 
ways of doing things: practices that are ratified by the social. institutional. cultural context we 
find ourselves in'. The conventions that students experience at university often position them in 
certain ways. Students do have the choice of conforming or contesting dominant conventions. 
My aim is to explore how different students draw on these different conventions to represent 
themselves in writing. I bear in mind that institutional conventions are powerful and could 
alienate students initially as they are unfamiliar to the students and many students engage with 
the dominant conventions of the institution as it is often an indicator of success. 
My research questions will explore how students engage with these conventions to represent 
themselves in writing. I suggest that writing is not only about content or the writing/language 
system. but also a representation of the self. This self-representation is reliant on socio-culturally 
shaped subject positions. I hope to contribute to an understanding of the importance of 
recognizing the impact of these subject positions on writing development. My questions are: 
1. How do first year students represent themselves in writing assignments? 
2. How do these self-representations in their writing change over time? 
3. What are the implications of this study for academic development in the science ECP at 
CPUT? 
In the literature review chapter I explore the issue of self-representation in writing from an 
'academic Iiteracies' (Lea and Street 1998) perspective. This approach views writing as 















As seen from the context of my study in the previous chapter, the era of democracy and equality 
in post apartheid South Africa is seeking a changing identity for its entire people. Labelling and 
stigmatisation and homogenising people because of past inequalities have stripped many 
students of self worth by the time they enter university. Students who enter university are 
bringing a variety of knowledge and skills with them which in many ways are not acknowledged 
in the dominant conventions set up for them at university. This situation can create identity 
confusion for many South African students who are still experiencing the legacies of the past 
inequalities. The ex-South African President, Thabo Mbeki has supported the concept of identity 
as being an important tool for self development. In Mbeki's speech of ' I am an African' (1996:1) he 
says that 'being an African recognises the fact that the dignity of the individual is both an 
objective which society must pursue, and is a goal which cannot be separated from the material 
well-being of that individual: In his speech Mbeki implies that being an African is not a 
homogenous identity that is rooted in its origins. Cronin in a short story called 'Creole Cape 
Town' (2006:52) comments on Mbeki's concept of a heterogeneous African identity - 'a new kind 
of South African identity, identity as a process not an origin, identity as heterogeneity, and not 
some univocal root, identity as mixed-ness'. My research relates to these comments on identity as 
being varied as I see writing as a process, where students build on what they already have by 
drawing consciously or unconsciously on the available range of subject positions. The implication 
is that subject positions evolve all the time as the act of writing differs from one task to the next 
and students learn what works and what does not work in a particular context. 
I draw from Clark and Ivanic (1997) who foreground various aspects of identity in writing. They 
say that 'none of the aspects of identity in writing can be thought of as the unique property of the 
individual, since they are instantiations and recombination of possibilities for self-hood which are 
available in the wider social context in which they are writing' (Clark and Ivanic 1997:30). 
The main thrust of Ivanic's argument (1998) is that writing is not only about the content but a 
representation of the self. This self is constructed in relation to the socially available subject 
positions. This construction of the self as implied above is always a work in progress. As noted in 
my first chapter, the opinions expressed by academic staff are that students 'cannot write' and 
this was blamed on the lack of English skills such as poor grammar, spelling, and vocabulary. The 
assumption is that once students master these skills, they become better writers. And 'better 
writers' imply more successful students. The implication is also that these skills are generic and 
can be transferred from one subject to another. This view implies that students are homogenous 
and a set of rules can be applied to 'remedy' shortcomings in writing. As said in the previous 
chapter, I argue in line with an academic literacies approach that students are diverse and 
identity is multiple and varied, and embedded in social context. 
In this chapter, I suggest that we need to know more about what students bring with them into 
writing to create spaces that embrace this variety in writing. In this way we allow students to 
express their creativities in a non-threatening way. My research seeks to answer questions 











constructed through socio-cultural and discoursal aspects surrounding writers. My theoretical 
framework is located within the New Literacies Studies (NLS) field which advocates that the 
possibilities for the self in writing are endless and not fixed, but open to challenge and change 
(Ivanic 1998) as opposed to an autonomous view that writing is fixed and decontextualised. 
Discourse is seen as the 'mediating mechanism' (Ivanic 1998:12) in the social construction of this 
writing identity. This research takes on an academic literacies approach where Gee's notion of 
Discourses (1996), Ivanic's research on writing and identity (1997, 1998) Street's concepts of the 
autonomous and ideological view of literacy (1993), Bourdieu's notion of habitus and capital 
(1991) as well as other local social theorists who see literacy (writing) as related to context Lillis 
and Scott (2007:10) say that what makes an academic literacies approach different to other 
approaches is the 'extent to which practice is privileged above text'. My research is aligned to this 
stance as I see writing as a discoursal construction of the self which is rooted in practice and 
therefore a process rather than a set of perfectly constructed sentences within a rigid format 
which is commonly perceived by most science lecturers as a dominant genre in the sciences. 
New Literacy Studies 
The NLS tradition studies literacy as a set of social practices embedded in specific contexts and 
discourses. It argues for a multiple view of literacies. This emanates from the work of Street 
(1993) and Gee (1990, 1996) which suggests that literacy practices cannot be separated from 
social identities and power dynamics in specific places where literacy is practiced. These 
literacies are developed in relation to the contexts that uphold them. Street identified and 
developed the concepts of ideological and autonomous literacy. The autonomous concept 
describes literacy as a set of skills that is separate to the context it is in and relates literacy to 
individual cognitive processes. The ideological concept favoured by Street and which my study is 
aligned to stresses that literacy cannot be separated from the social context it is in, as it is related 
to power structures within institutions for example universities. First year students often arrive 
on campus and are confronted with a range of foreign conventions that belong to an already 
established academic community and feel almost compelled to conform in order to become a 
member. This could possibly be in conflict with their prior identities. Students often say that they 
feel a sense of alienation when they write. An investigation by De Kadt and Mathonsi (2003) at 
the University of Kwazulu-Natal, on whether African language speakers identify with English 
academic writing suggests that few students claim 'ownership' to English academic writing. Scott 
(2008) says in his keynote address on first year experience at university that 'the traditional 
image of a first year student at a university is one of exciting intellectual and personal discoveries, 
independence in thought and behavior, widening horizons and 'a growth in confidence'. Scott 
laments that many students' first year is 'marred by failure, loss of confidence and perhaps 
disillusionment'. This he attributes to the fact that improving learning experiences in the 
academic community are under-prioritised. This, can be avoided if more acknowledgement is 
given to Street's ideological view of literacy as it opens up doors to explore the socio-culturally 
embedded nature of literacy and the role that dominant institutional conventions play in 
literacies. 
Academic literacies approach 
Lea and Street (1998) posit different and overlapping models of student writing in higher 
education. They suggest that in the past research has been focused on two models of writing in 
higher education: the first model is concerned with acquiring study skills which views writing as 
'technical and instrumental' and a second model that is concerned with academic socialization 
which views writing as 'a transparent medium of representation'. The first model enacts a deficit 











implies that institutional practices cannot be contested or changed and students should conform 
to the dominant conventions through apprenticeships. Lea and Street recommend a third model 
which is the academic literacies approach that is concerned with literacy as a social practice 
which views student writing as 'constitutive and contested'. This academic Iiteracies approach 
acknowledges that student writing is embedded in social practice and emphasises identity. This 
reminds me of Ivanic's comment (1998) that a student's personal identity may be challenged by 
the type of writing required in the discipline which leads to a sense of not owning what you write. 
Lillis and Scott (2007) argue that academic Iiteracies research is a field of enquiry with a specific 
epistemological and ideological stance towards the study of academic communication and 
particularly writing. They add that researchers have placed their research within a specific geo-
historical context and as said before the research has shifted away from studying text and moved 
toward practices, drawing on the traditions of the NLS. The theories developed from the NLS 
argue that written texts are not decontextualised. but related to what people do in the world. This 
implies that observations regarding the production and processes of text, as well as perceptions 
of text have been foregrounded by an academic literacies approach. This type of research 
challenges the dominant conventions that writers are expected to conform to (Lillis and Scott 
2007). 
The importance of this type of research in student writing is relevant to this study, which has 
identified that student opinions and lecturers' expectations about language were in conflict The 
views that writing was an autonomous system acquired by individuals was dominant in the 
language lndabas discussed in my introductory chapter. As noted above. the academic literacies 
approach challenges this view as it views writing as socially situated discourse practices. The 
implication of this approach is that it is possible for writing practices to lean towards contesting 
official discourses of the institution and bringing in other discourses. As writers write. they draw 
on all the experiences in their lives but are connected to the university through particular 
disciplinary practices. Institutions are sites of discourse and power that can influence self-
representation in writing. I have also indicated the discourse clash within the CPUT itself. This 
type of engagement with writing, identity and discourse is allied to the Gee's (1990) definition on 
Discourse with a capital '0'. My study will show that students draw on many discourses from all 
parts of their lives as they construct a writer identity. 
Gee (1990) examines the relationship between literacy practices. written language and the 
construction of identity in relation to Discourse. Discourse plays a mediating role in identity 
construction. Gee uses Discourse with a capital letter to emphasise that Discourse is not only 
about language, but 'saying-doing-valuing-believing combinations' so that Discourses are 'ways of 
being in the world, or forms of life which integrate words. acts, values. beliefs, attitudes, social 
identities, as well as gestures, glances, body positions and clothes' (Gee. 1990: 142). Gee 
compares Discourse to a type of 'identity kit' one develops. Discourse is defined by Gee (1990:43) 
as 
... a socially accepted association among ways o/using language, o/thinking,feeling, 
believing, valuing. and 0/ acting that can be used to identify oneself as a member 0/ a 
socially meaningful group or 'social network' or to signal a socially meaningful 'role'. 
Discourse is a Signifier of how a group operates and exists in relation to other Discourses. Gee 
sees literacy as 'mastery or fluency over a secondary Discourse'. He (1990, 1996) distinguishes 
between primary and secondary Discourses. These concepts are used widely to explore writing. 
Our primary Discourses come from our early life (usually from family and community). Gee 
defines primary Discourses as our 'initial taken-for-granted understanding of who we are, who 











public' (Gee, 1996:137). The implication is that these primary Discourses are not formally learnt, 
but acquired through early socialisation. These primary Discourses set up a framework for 
acquiring other Discourses. Secondary Discourses are those that people learn as part of 
participation in communities and institutions such as school and church, beyond the Discourse 
that comes 'free' with early socialization. Secondary Discourses are thus more public. Secondary 
Discourse thus extends primary Discourse. No Discourse can thus be learned in an entirely 
academic or formal way as Discourses are experienced and constantly being re-shaped by other 
Discourses. 
Discourse can also be seen to playa 'gatekeeper' role in that it will shut out people who do not 
become familiar with a particular Discourse. Gee (1990) says that in many instances mastering 
dominant Discourses at university usually equals success to students. This could imply that 
Discourses can playa powerful role in identity construction. Students' difficulties with writing in 
their first year can be explained in terms of them being 'aliens' to the dominant Discourses of 
university. As stated earlier by Gee (1990), literacy is mastery of secondary Discourse. This 
challenges the deficit view of student writing which is associated with surface language 
'problems'. 
Gee's notion of primary Discourse and how subsequent discourses are layered on to it is also 
compatible with Bourdieu's concept of'habitus' which is related to the various forms orcapital' 
students bring with them into university (1990). Alborough (2004:10) defines habitus as a 'set of 
dispositions or tendencies, which incline individuals to act in certain ways'. These dispositions 
are learnt from early childhood and form part of a personal identity that becomes part of that 
individual. It is an embodied history which reproduces the social world people encounter. 
Habitus, has a strong influence on the way people view the world. For example, a student living in 
a household where Xhosa traditions are upheld will be inclined to bring values and practices from 
these discourses into her Ihis academic writing. Bourdieu would say that because individuals 
always act in a social setting, their actions are not solely reliant on their habitus, but on the 
relations between the habitus and the particular social fields in which the individual acts 
(Alborough 2004). Bourdieu's concept offield and habitus are relevant for my study as habitus 
often interacts with the institutional field in the act of writing which can cause conflict 
Bourdieu's notion ofthe various types of capital, especially cultural capital, which affects an 
individual's relative status, helps me to understand how my students position themselves within 
their fields. The self-worth of the student is often undermined as university structures often do 
not recognize certain student capital. Bourdieu's overarching concept of symbolic capital 
distinguishes between cultural capital, economic capital and social capital. Cultural capital is 
subdivided into embodied capital, objectified capital and institutional capital. Embodied capital 
describes the skills, knowledge, practices and inherent inclinations of an individual. Objectified 
capital describes material objects, such as books. Institutional capital describes the credentials 
offered by social institutions like a university (Carrington and Luke 1997). Alborough (2004) says 
that different fields place value on different things. Capital is thus dependant on the context in 
which the individual is in. For example institutional capital in western society regards a 
university degree as prestigious whereas a university degree is not necessarily prestigious in an 
environment where survival skills like growing one's own food would be valued. Kramsch (2008) 
in unpacking capital say that capital is only recognised if it is aligned to ideologies of power 
structures. For example the capital students bring with them into university is often undermined 
by the institution and this often causes students to feel undervalued. Carrington and Luke (1997) 
say that all forms of symbolic capital (cultural, economic and socia)) must be officiaJly ratified or 
authorized in order for it to be of value. 'Capital is not capital unless it is recognized as such 
authoritatively in a particular social field' (103). The individual agency and the dominant 











Writing and identity 
As writing is my primary focus, I mainly use Ivanic's (1998) three aspects of the self in writing for 
my conceptual framework: the autobiographical self, the discoursal self and the authorial self. The 
central theme in Ivanic's framework is that writing is not only about content, but also a 
representation of the self. She portrays three ways of thinking about identity in a clover· leaf 
illustration (See Figure 2.1). The three aspects of identity are reliant on a fourth aspect which she 
calls subject pOSitions or possibilities for self-hood. These subject pOSitions are found in the 
context surrounding the writer. 
Figure 2.1: Student ldentltlee In a text (Clark and Ivan Ie, 1997) 
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The autobiographical self is the self that writers bring into the act of writing, for example, the 
writer's life history, experiences, values and beliefs. These prior experiences all shape identity in 
writing. The discoursal self is the writer's representation of the self through the discoursal 
choices they make as they write. This is the impression they create which is constructed by the 
discourse characteristics of the text. It can be a conscious or unconscious portrayal of the self in a 
particular text The authorial self or the self as an author is the writer's 'voice'. The 'voice' is the 
writer's position, opinion and beliefs. This is how a writer establishes an authorial presence, 
confidence and authority in a text. This is represented by the writer as having something to say. 
All these identities are bound up with the available subject positions surrounding the student. 
lvanic says that the three aspects of identity can change from one piece of writing to the next. The 
autobiographical self develops all the time as the writer experiences life and circumstantial 
changes. The discoursal self will also evolve depending on changes in the autobiographical self 
and the different demands of the current piece of writing. The authorial self can also change 
according to the different genre required in the type of writing and also in response to the content 











However, Ivanic says that the socially available possibilities for self-hood which can be found in 
the wider social context in which students are writing change very slowly over time. The 
implication as stated in my introduction is that self-representation in writing is never unique or 
actually owned as writing is instantiations and recombinations of possibilities for self-hood. 
Ivanic argues that writing is an act of identity (1998). She says that individuals try to take 
ownership of their identities by aligning themselves with 'socio-culturally shaped subject 
positions' which can be conscious or subconscious (Ivanic 1998:32). This implies that there are 
many ways in which one can approach a task or an assignment. Students leave traces of their 
identity in their writing based on many 'voices' from their past, present and future. Ivanic uses a 
combination of Halliday (1994) and Fairclough (1989) to trace these identities in student writing. 
The three identity aspects are closely intertwined as seen in the clover leaf diagram in Figure 2.1 
above. In the next chapter I will be returning to this model when I discuss my conceptual design 
in more detail, for the purposes of data analysiS. 
The way writers represent themselves is often based on discourse and linguistic choices they 
make in their text. Ivanic's view on language draws from both Halliday and Fairclough to 
illustrate her identities in writing as discussed above. 
Halliday (1994) developed a theory oflanguage based on how the structure oflanguage expresses 
three macro-functions: the ideational, the interpersonal and the textual. These macro-functions 
are illustrated in figure 2.3 under the heading 'Science and genre'. Each macro-function is 
concerned with different aspects of the world and the, 'modes of meaning', that are identifiable in 
language in social contexts (Halliday, 1994:27). The ideational function focuses on the natural 
world and events, including our own consciousness. Halliday describes this as the 'content 
function oflanguage' (Halliday, 1994:27). The interpersonal function focuses on the social world 
which expresses attitudes, judgments and relationships. This is referred to as the 'participatory 
function of language' (Halliday, 1994:27). The textual function focuses on the organization of text 
It enables language to be 'operational in a context of situation' (Halliday, 1994:27). Each macro-
function, therefore, has a different concern and uses particular elements to analyse the clause. 
Halliday divides these macro-functions into 'the context of situation' and 'the context of culture'. 
The context of situation is reliant on the current discourses students find themselves which can 
be related to the discoursal self of Ivanic and the secondary Discourses of Gee, the context of 
culture relates to the prior discourses that students have encountered. This corresponds to the 
autobiographical identity of Ivanic and the primary Discourses of Gee. Halliday's three functions 
thus construct identity in writing which is central to my study. These macro-functions are 
connected to the social context and Fairclough provides a useful framework for studying language 
in relation to context 
The following framework (Figure 2.2) illustrates Fairclough's (1992) three dimensional 
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Fairclough views all text (Layer 1) as having multiple kinds of meaning. This is aligned to 
ideational and interpersonal meaning of Halliday. Layer 2 represents the processes of production 
and interpretation of texts. Ivanic says that this refers to the mental. social. physical processes, 
practices and procedures involved in creating text Layer 3 is the social context which shapes the 
discourse production, discourse interpretation and the discourse characteristics in the text This 
can be seen as Halliday's context of culture. I will return to this illustration to discuss discourse 
analysis as a method for analysing text in the next chapter. All the layers represented construct an 
identity which I will seek to explore. 
Fairclough and Halliday show how language is socially meaningful and constructed. They provide 
tools for linking discourse to identity issues in writing. Their view of language as text, interaction 
and context implies that language reflects and constructs context. 
In the next section, I discuss how some studies relating to academic literacies research in South 
Africa has informed my research. 
South African studies: academic literacies and identity 
The increase in the diversity of students in higher education following the end of the apartheid 
era in 1994 (as discussed in the context of this study) meant a changing student profile and this 
saw an increase in language and literacy based research specifically questioning the value of 
dominant academic practices. The research below is similar to mine as it places identity issues in 
the centre of exploring literacies. 
Prinsloo and Breier (1996) developed one of the first research projects surrounding the social 
uses of literacy. Twelve case studies were undertaken in various contexts. They were not 
academic literacy theorists, but their research was aligned to the New Literacy Studies and 
identity issues were central in their findings which said that literacy practices cannot be 
separated from social identities and power dynamics in specific places where literacy is practiced. 
The study indicated that the providers of literacy instruction need to address the gap between 











school and learning centres. This speaks to my study as I argue that identity issues are embedded 
in writing. 
The local research implications of this project supports the NLS claims that literacy is closely 
linked to sodal practices implying that the wider world of interaction is integrated with our 
literacy actions. The project questioned the notion that literacy is singular and static as mine does. 
It revealed that there are multiple literacies which were embedded in social practices. The way 
people related to literacy was dependent on their social positions and the discursive resources 
they drew on to construct a sodal identity. This implied that illiteracy was not a social problem 
that when addressed could lead to empowerment This implication is pertinent to my study as it 
refutes the defidt view of literacy as commonly expressed by the institution. It supports the view 
that literacy is not a set of decontextualised skills but a set of social practices that is embedded in 
specific contexts, discourses. 
My research is also informed by a literacy project was undertaken by Jacobs' (2005) at CPUT 
which argues that academic literacy courses should not be seen as decontextualised or generic as 
is common in South Africa. Her project integrated language and content in various disciplines. She 
saw an integrated approach as an embedding of teaching reading and writing within the ways 
that academic disdplines use language. This project examined the role of academic literacies in 
the disciplines and what this meant for the teaching of academic literacy in higher education. The 
aim was to develop a strong connection between academic literacy and knowledge construction 
within the discipline. 
Jacobs' study (2005) involves 20 academic literacy staff members and disciplinary specialists 
over a period of three years to explore how the teaching of language or academic literacy can be 
integrated into academic disciplines. The language lecturer and the subject/disciplinary lecturer 
have to find common understandings within the curriculum to explore the discursive practices 
within that particular discipline. The findings of the Jacobs' study suggest that the partnership 
between academic literacy educators and disciplinary specialists must 'create discursive spaces' 
to aid the embedding of academic literacy into the subject-specific diSciplines of study (2005:1). 
For instance, the language lecturer can help the subject lecturer with an understanding of the 
'problems' that students face and because they too are novices to the discipline, they can 
recognize and inform the subject lecturer when s/he is getting lost in the embedded knowledge of 
the discipline. The project created a platform to share ideas and teaching strategies. Language 
lecturers experienced an 'illumination of the darkness of the unknown' Oacobs; 2005:483) and 
subject/disciplinary lecturers praised the supportive and developmental nature of the project. 
This study also argues for the importance of the relationship between language and disciplinary 
expertise. 
Boughey (2005. 2008) asks for a change in actual mainstream teaching which sees language as a 
separate almost remedial course. Her research suggest, as does Jacobs, that the role of a language 
practitioner should rather be one that supports both lecturer and students in the mainstream 
class. Her research speaks to mine as she calls for change at a deeper, more affective level. She 
foregrounds in her research that students need to feel at home with the academic discourse to 
feel accepted. 
Boughey is an academic language practitioner from Rhodes University. South Africa who resists 
the assumption that second language black students have deficit problems. This is based on her 
research at the University of Zululand which is a historically black institution. She says that 
academic literacy 'is knowing' how to speak or act in academic discourses. She challenges the 
dominant views that the problems students have are because of 'lack of study skills' or problems 











course in a semester. She suggests that 'people become literate by observing and interacting with 
other members of the discourse until the ways of speaking, acting, feeling and valuing common to 
that discourse becomes natural to them: (2005:4) which is parallel to Gee's view (1990) on the 
necessity of literacy acquisition, rather than formal learning. 
Nomdo (2006) has been a great inspiration to my research as he investigates the worthiness of 
students' agency and how this affects their self~representations. He traces the self-
representations of two successful black students at the University of Cape Town (UCT). He says 
that students represent a wide range of academic, socio-cultural, language backgrounds. This 
means that students bring with them into the university an individual diversity. This challenges 
the notion that conflates black students with homogenous labels such as 'disadvantaged' by the 
institution. He uses Bourdieu's notion of capital (see page 12) to illustrate the diversity of the 
students. The suggestion is that the university should make spaces for the recognition of the 
various capital that students bring with them into the university. Nomdo (204) says that the 
'recognition of the worthiness of this capital signals the worthiness of the student: 
Another UCT researcher that informed my study on how self-representation is constructed in text 
is Angelil-Carter (2000), who questions the assumptions that plagiarism is deliberate 'stealing' for 
which students should be severely penalised and that once the skills of correct citation are taught 
students would be empowered and the problem would go away. It uses data from written 
assignments as well as interviews with first and third year students to investigate the reasons for 
plagiarism in student writing. She argues that plagiarism is the 'manifestation of complex 
learning difficulties which relate to the educational environment, the nature of academic 
discourse and the nature oflanguage' (2000:14). This means that plagiarism is part of the 
development of becoming an academic writer. She says that students are 'trying on discourses' in 
the beginning. Students do not own the discourse yet and it is thus 'alien' to them. It is a natural 
process to copy words from others in order to become familiar with academic discourse. In other 
words one needs to gain confidence and experience to own any discourse. Once these discourses 
are mastered, students develop their own voice. Angelil-Carter explains that that old and new 
discourse can also 'mingle', which can be intentional or unintentional in student writing. Students 
thus bring with them into writing many prior identities which mix with the new identities. There 
are times when these identities overlap. This notion is related to Ivanic's three aspects of identity 
(1997) as illustrated in Figure 2.1 when she explores the writing identities that students bring 
with them into writing as discussed earlier. Angelil-Carter shows how novice students use 
familiar practices of school writing when they construct an essay. School writing, as we will see in 
the profiles of my research students in chapter 4, is often dominated by factual constructions of 
knowledge that can be memorised. This seems to be a common trend in South African education, 
as is shown in Kapp's research (2004). 
In the same social studies arena as Street (1993) and Gee (1990, 1996), Kapp (2006) studies 
literacy practices as seen in South African township schools. Her research took place between 
1997 and 1999 at a former DET school. Her research reveals that the school discourses do not 
adequately prepare students for university writing. The focus in written text was based on facts 
and students were not taught to critically analyse these texts. Students often summarised texts 
instead of analysing and understanding the text Kapp (2006:48) concludes that the 'legacy of 
DET education is evident in student's struggle to move from rote learning mode, their difficulties 
in engaging in close analysiS of text and in analysing and synthesising multiple pOints of view'. 
Her research highlights the importance of taking into account the prior identities that students 
bring with them into university which is important for my research on how identity is 
discoursally constructed in academic writing. Fairclough offers a way to explore how prior 












Fairclough (1992) used intertextuality as a term to refer to all the ways in which specific text 
relates to other text in any way. Intertextuality is defined by Bakhtin (1986:94) 'as any utterance 
that is related not only to preceding but to subsequent links in the chain of speech 
communication'. 
These prior discourses that students bring with them in order to build new discourses were 
researched by Paxton (2006). She uses intertextual analysis to uncover the writer's 'emerging 
meanings' (2006:84). Her research corresponds to mine in that we both analyse student writing 
to uncover meaning but her focus is on learning and mine is on identity construction. 
Angelil-Carter (2000) uses a form of intertextuality to trace the line between plagiarism and 
taking on the discourse of an institution. My research relates to this as I explore how subject 
positions can lead to certain choices made in text Intertextuality in student writing is central to 
my study as it recognises that student differences should be used as a resource to make education 
more meaningful and relevant Paxton's studies provide academics with a tool that can be used to 
study the resources that students bring with them as well as the processes by which they acquire 
new discourse. Paxton analyses first and final coursework assignments in the Economics field at 
the University of Cape Town. She explores the shifts and changes that take place within an 
academic year. Similarly, I explore the shifts and changes that take place as I analyse student first 
and second semester writing. Her research reveals that students build on prior discourses to 
develop new ones. These discourses are also not necessarily dominated by the dominant 
discourses of the university. She gives evidence that students can adapt their prior discourses and 
interweave this with the current discourses. Her research has also revealed that lecturers make 
assumptions about students that can be wrong. For example lecturers often assume that students 
know concepts, but often this is not the case. Paxton recommends that lecturers get to know their 
students well in order to use the resources they bring with them appropriately. Paxton concludes 
that students are 'contributing to a changing discourse, and allowing us to see dominant 
discourses as not simply fixed and immutable, but as permeable and situated in history' (100). 
Even though the above theorists investigate different aspects of academic Iiteracies, identity is 
central in each study. Also common to all the studies is that academic literacies work can 
empower students to become members of their specific discourses. In the next section I 
investigate the genre of the sciences, because my research students are in the sciences and as my 
analysis will show, the science disciplinary practices position my student writers in a significant 
way. 
Genre and the sciences 
The framing of this study points to the importance of disciplinary practices for students who wish 
to become insiders to their diSciplines. Writers convey messages about themselves according to 
the task that is assigned to them. This task is situated in the discourses of the diScipline they are 
in. As discussed, a social view of academic writing implies that in most cases an individual takes 
on or attempts to take on an identity of the relevant communities they come into contact with. 
Part of my analysiS in chapter 4 will explore the role that disciplinary practices play in how 
students want to be represented in a text Knain (2005) says that students are influenced by 
social norms of how they are expected to behave and textual norms of how they are expected to 
write. My study and work are based in the sciences and therefore it is necessary to discuss the 
genres of science. My analyses will reveal that my students attempt to write in a technical and 











There is much debate around the role that genre and discourse plays in giving students access to 
the discipline. Ivanic (1998) says there is no typology of discipline-specific discourses and genres 
characteristics to match data, as discourse and genres are open to change and contestations. In 
other words there is no template to match certain characteristics but she suggests that certain 
discourse characteristics in a text can be traced to particular diSciplines, and in this way position 
the writer as being a participant in the interests, values, beliefs and practices of that diScipline. 
The terms discourse and genre can become confusing. Kress defines genres as 'conventionalised 
forms oftexts', which 'derive from and encode the functions, purposes and meanings of social 
occasions' (1985:19) and discourse as a 'systematically-organized sets of statements which give 
expression to the meanings and values of an institution' (1985: 7). For example the laboratory 
report or academic essay in the discourse of the Applied Sciences can be regarded as a genre. And 
of course those genres in turn can contain various discourses. For example, the academic essay 
can take on the discourses that students bring with them as they engage in the writing of the 
essay. 
Similar to Kress, genre is defined by Cope and Kalantzis (1993:67) as 'conventional structures 
which have come to be accepted as pragmatic schemes for making certain type of meaning and to 
achieve distinctive personal goals, in specific settings by particular linguistic means', for example 
a research report, an academic essay, and a business letter. Cope and Kalantzis view knowledge of 
the social conventions of genres as weapons of power. They argue that genres must be taught 
expliCitly in order not to disadvantage those who have not been taught the genre. 
But this theory has been refuted by Street (1993) and Ivanic (1997) who say that teaching explicit 
genres to a student would imply that there is only 'one way' of doing things and students should 
be conforming to these dominant conventions of writing in a particular genre. This ignores the 
prior discourses (autobiographical self) that students bring with them into the institution. This 
could also make students feel as if they do not • own' their writing and create identity confusion. I 
would lean towards this view as the theme of my research is about taking ownership of who you 
are and this means critically examining dominant discourses. 
The Applied Sciences is the application of knowledge from the sciences to solve technical and 
practical problems. My first year students often complain that the science language is difficult 
They say that there is a new terminology that they have to learn. Halliday and Martin (1993) 
argue that these difficulties are not an English language problem as perceived by most educators, 
but a science language problem that has evolved in particular ways to serve particular interests 
that can alienate students. This discourse of science is new to all students as it is not a home 
language to anyone, but it is noted from my experience with teaching first year students and in 
this study that it is more easily taken on by some students than by others. Halliday and Martin 
(1993) say that the experience of science language difficulty is not so much in the poor 
understanding of the English language, but in the lexicogrammar of the text Lexicogrammar is 
described as the meaning of the text as constructed by the syntax, vocabulary and discourse. 
As said, Halliday identifies three types of macro-functions: ideational, interpersonal and textual. 
Camps and Ivanic (2001) use these macro-functions to show how students position themselves in 
the genres of science writing. I have placed this table (figure 2.3) in this section as it is specifically 
designed to refer to the difficulties students have when positioning themselves in science writing. 
For example, in my study, students positioned themselves ideationally by taking on the identity of 
a horticulturist or an analytical chemist in certain lexical choices they made. For example a 












academics recognising what practices students bring with them into writing and also making the 
practices of the discipline more accessible to students. 
My theoretical perspectives can be placed within this academic literacies framework which views 
identity const~ction as part of a wider social context and not only an individual act of a person's 
mind and intentions. My conceptual framework uses Ivanic's three aspects of writer identities. 
These identities are all socially constructed by 'possibilities for self-hood' which exist in a writer's 
socio-cultural context (Ivanic 1998:24). Students occupy different subject positions related to this 
context, which in my study is the university context. Ivanic suggests in her research that student 
writing is more than conveying content, but includes conflicts of identity as students struggle with 
the dominant discourses and practices of the different socio-cultural settings of the university. 
These conflicting identities raise new research questions and methodologies as pointed out by 














The design is an interpretive, qualitative study and draws from discoursal and linguistic analysis 
of student writing to illustrate how students represent themselves in first year writing. This 
qualitative study is complemented by interviews to gain first hand understanding of how students 
view their writing activities. Qualitative research is defined by Denzin and Lincoln (2000: 3) as 'a 
situated activity that locates the observer in the world. It consists of a set of interpretive, material 
practices that make the world visible. These practices transform the world. They turn the world 
into a series of representations, including interviews, conversations and memos to the self. The 
qualitative approach also allows for 'the exploration of meanings of social phenomena as 
experienced by individuals themselves, in their natural context' (Malterud 2001:283). My study 
is aligned to the qualitative research method as I trace how students discoursally construct 
identity in their writing assignments. These writing assignments take place in an existing 
curriculum. 
In the next section I discuss this qualitative approach to my research design. 
The qualitative approach 
My main method is a form of discourse analysiS derived from Fairclough (1989, 1992) which I 
discuss later in this chapter. My focus is on representation and the emphasis is on collection and 
interpretation of data and is not based on experimental methods in a fixed setting. My research 
subjects' subjective perceptions and beliefs about themselves and others are an integral part of 
my research process and this leads me to my findings. This lends itself to a qualitative research 
method. 
There are four tasks relevant to my study for a strong qualitative research design (Maxwell 1992). 
1. Understanding the meaning, this means that one tries to understand how the participants 
in the research act the way they do, and how they make sense of the world. 
2. Understanding the context within which the participants act and the influences that this 
context has on their actions. 
3. Identifying unanticipated phenomena and influences. 
4. Understanding the process by which events and actions take place. 
My research is thus aligned to a strong qualitative tradition as opposed to quantitative research 
which is known for its experimental research in controlled conditions. Denzil and Lincoln (2000) 
reflect that qualitative research is often criticised for being unscientific, exploratory and 
subjective and there is often a problem with reliability in qualitative research. Hammersley 
(1992:67) says that 'reliability refers to the degree of consistency with which instances are 
assigned to the same category by different observers or by the same observer on different 
occasions'. The traditional positivist research makes use of the quantitative approach. The 
positivists suggest that qualitative researchers are fiction writers and have no truth for verifying 
their statements (Denzil and Lincoln 2000). On the other hand quantitative research has been 











statistics (Silverman 2006). It is also suggested by some that quantitative research ignores the 
differences between nature and nurture and how meaning is attached to social contexts 
(Silverman 2006). Silverman argues that both types of research can be reliable based on the 
nature and method of the research and the one can complement the other. 
My research does not need numbers for analysis or have a hypothesis to prove. It has a 
preference for meaning and sets out to explore an existing context. It attempts to understand the 
relationship between writing and identity and how this is perceived by all the participants. I draw 
on Fairclough's critical discourse analysis which is derived from Halliday's macro-functions of 
language (see page 19) to trace how students construct identity in writing as discussed in the 
previous chapter. 
Critical Discourse analysis (CDA) 
As stated in Chapter 2, this method of research is described by Fairclough as being three 
dimensional (See figure 2.2). Writers represent themselves by the discoursal choices they make 
and are sometimes limited by the choices available as discourses are shaped by social context and 
power (Ivanic 1998). CDA analysis involves looking at how and why writers make these 
discoursal choices in order to identify taken for granted practices. Ivanic uses a combination of 
Fairclough's view on discourse, intertextuality and identity and Halliday's view on the macro-
functions of language. CDA fits in with my research because it asserts that language is shaped 
socially and does not reside in individual cognition. My research questions are related to how 
students own or disown text and how texts are socially constructed. The ways students represent 
themselves are embedded in social practices. CDA is thus useful in answering my questions as the 
implication of doing CDA is that language is not static, but is shaped by the world we move in and 
we represent this world accordingly. Fairclough (1992: 72) argues that in 'producing their world, 
members' practices are shaped in ways of which they are usually unaware, by social structures 
and relations of power: CDA posits an interest in the 'properties of text, the production, 
distribution and consumption of text, the socio cognitive ways of producing and interpreting this 
text, social practice in institutions, the relationship of social practice to power relations and the 
wider societal world' (226). Figure 2.2 on page 15 illustrates this three dimensional concept of 
discourse and discourse analysis: the text, discursive practice and social practice. The text deals 
with my analysis of the language of the text, which is the vocabulary, grammar, cohesion, text 
structure. Halliday's macro-functions (1993) of language are helpful to aid this kind of analysis to 
trace the authorial self in the text (refer to page 28 for an explanation).The discursive practices 
layer refers to the processes involved in how the text was produced and interpreted. In this case, I 
traced how the subject positions of students shaped the discoursal self in writing. The social 
practice outer layer focused on the institution and the wider aspects that positioned students. The 
textual inside layer concentrates on the linguIstically realised aspects of the text whereas the 
outer two layers concentrated on the discoursal aspects. All the layers overlap, so all aspects of 
text simultaneously work at the discursive and social levels as well. 
Research Process and Methods 
Sampling 
A group of four students was purposively selected as research subjects. Purposive selection is 
described as non-probability sampling (Robson 1993) or non-random sampling (Durheim 1999). 












My main aim was to trace self-representation in student writing. The sampling did not have to be 
representative of the larger group, but this consideration did playa small role as my sample 
consisted of two black females, one white female and one black male. 
At the beginning of 2008, I informed the Analytical Chemistry ECP class that I was researching 
identity issues in writing. There were 16 students in this class of which 10 were female and 6 
were male. All the students were black and the ages ranged from 19-25. Ail the students were EAL 
students with isiXhosa, isiZulu, Afrikaans, and French as their first language. I outlined my 
research project to them, and explained that I would choose a few students to help me with my 
research. There was a general buzz of excitement in the class. I decided to choose my research 
subjects after I learnt of their backgrounds via their autobiographical and their self-reflection 
activities in class. In addition to the sample being representative of class demographics, another 
factor that contributed to my selection was the high motivation levels of the students displayed 
when discussing their writing. I was aware that it would be difficult to comment on the writing of 
'quiet' or 'disillusioned' students. I chose two candidates, a male and female, from this class. 
The Horticulture ECP class I informed in the first semester as I had only started to teach them 
later that semester. I followed the same procedure as for the above selection in discussing my 
research with the whole class. I also asked them to write biographies and self-reflection 
paragraphs. There were 18 students in this class. 17 students were black and 1 student was 
white. The ages ranged from 18- 29. There were 11 females and 7 males. I chose the white female 
for my research for various reasons. Firstly she was the only white person in my class, secondly 
she was 'mature' (29 years old) and thirdly I felt that this would enrich my research as it added 
another angle. The other student I chose was a highly motivated black female from an 
underprivileged background. Her energy impressed me, and I asked her to join. This is an 
example of purposive sampling as the main aim was not only to have a representative group, but 
a group that was willing to talk about their experiences. 
Data gathering and methods 




The first two data sources involved all the students writing autobiographies and doing self 
reflection activities in the classroom. The aim was to get to know all my students so I could select 
a representative sample for my research and to trace their autobiographical selves as explained 
on page 31. In addition to helping me choose a meaningful sample and getting to know student 
background, the information could also be used for later analysis to trace the origins of discoursal 
identity in student writing. The self reflection exercise required students to think about their life 
and career aspirations and what motivated them. The aim was to back up the autobiographical 
information. These two documents assisted me in chOOSing my sample. The advantage of this type 
of informal text is that it also provided a richness to my research as I could do close analysiS 
which revealed subtleties that I may have missed in questionnaires or interviews. 
Academic assignments 
My third and most important source was the writing assignments in the Communications Skills 
course of first year students that I teach. These sources also counted as an assessment required in 











Horticulture and Analytical Chemistry which I will elaborate on in my next chapter. I selected four 
students based on the autobiographical data sources and reflection activities data sources 
described above. I then collected first and second semester writing assignments3 for analysis 
from the four students. 
I chose two key moments in a first year student's life: 
• The first semester science research report written at the start of the semester. This will be 
used to analyse all three aspects of writer identity as explained in my conceptual 
framework and data analysis in the next chapter. 
• The second semester research report written at the end of the semester which will also be 
used to analyse all three aspects of writer identity, but this time to compare to first 
semester writing to trace changes in student writing. 
With the above data collection I was able to trace self-representation in students' writing and 
explore whether these representations change over time. 
The following table is a summary of the nine assignment writing samples that I will analyse. I 
have included one journal sample with the permission of the student. 
Table 3.1: Data sources 
In lvanic's study of identity with mature students she suggests that the self-representation of the 
writer is affected by the immediate social context, for example the university and disciplinary 
environments help to construct writer identity. I use the students' academic assignments to do a 
light discourse analysis to gain insights into how writers use their social contexts to construct 
academic text and to show how they own or disown parts of their writing. Ivanic suggests that the 
discoursal choices writers make in text are representative of their identities. Ivanic's clover leaf 
design (see figure 2.1) was useful to trace this self-representation in written texts. 
Journal writing 
The journal writing became a secondary source to my data as it was used in addition to the 
writing discussed above to help trace the discoursal self in academic writing. The journals gave 
me a rich source for insight into students' perspectives on writing. It was also valuable as I could 
draw comparisons between academic and informal language in writing. It was also useful to trace 
whether students represent themselves differently in different genres. This was not one of my 











research questions, but it became an area of interest when I read student journals which were 
part of my writing activities in my communications course. The limited scope of this study did not 
allow me to look at this interesting aspect in more depth. I have not included the journals in the 
Appendices as it would have revealed my students' identity. 
Interviews 
The interview is a popular form of research in many qualitative studies (Silverman 2006). 
However, Silverman is also very skeptical in using the interview as a topic for analytical attention. 
He suggests that the sense of interview data should be less contrived and offer more authentic 
expressions of personal experience and feelings. The interviews in my research leaned towards a 
more natural approach as it was unstructured and unscheduled. It was used to supplement or 
complement my writing data sources. I kept a record of all my interviews in a journal format. It is 
not included in my Appendices for ethical reasons as I recorded many personal experiences of my 
students. They were an interesting part of my data as they gave my students a chance to interact 
with their own writing. This gave a degree of validity and reliability to my research as I could get 
'first hand' information of how students felt about their writing and explain why they made 
certain choices in their writing. This is an essential characteristic of qualitative analysis. This gave 
me some direction in addressing the questions in my research. My role as their language lecturer 
was an advantage and a disadvantage. I discuss this dual role oflecturer vs. researcher in more 
detail on page 28. The advantage is that I could develop a friendly, open atmosphere in the 
discussion type interviews with my research subjects. All the interviews were done in English as I 
do not speak isiXhosa which is the first language of three of my research students. Thandi and 
Anele's sessions were held on the Bellville campus ofCPUT and Mel and Sabrina's sessions took 
place on the Cape Town campus, according to where they were based. The students, with the 
exception of Mel, do not have English as their first language. A disadvantage was that the English 
was often a barrier as students did not feel as comfortable as they would have felt with their 
home language. Another downside of these interviews was that students were often intimidated 
by me as their lecturer. I often had to create a relaxed atmosphere - for example having tea and 
cake available or allowing them to listen to their choice of background music. Initially students 
were tense, but as time passed they became more relaxed. In the second semester they were more 
comfortable with me. 
Observations 
As an insider to my course, I could observe my research subjects in the academic context of the 
course. I could also observe them in their respective fields of study (Analytical Chemistry and 
Horticulture). This gave me an opportunity to monitor any changes (positive or negative) in an 
academic sense and a personal one. This was valuable and useful for my analyses as it made it 
easier for me to identify discoursal choices in student writing. I recorded all my observations in 
the same journal I used to record the interviews discussed above. 
Data Analysis 
In order to explore self-representation in student writing, I used lvanic's model of the clover-leaf 
design illustrating the three aspects of writer identity (Refer to the model oflvanic in figure 2.1 in 
the Chapter 2). The three parts are inseparable and are all affected by the sOcio-culturally 











The Autobiographical self 
The autobiographical self implies that each student has a history that they bring to a text. This is 
similar to Bourdieu's habitus as discussed in the theory chapter. This aspect is related to the 
socio-culturally available subject positions in that people are positioned by socio-economic 
conditions, discourse conventions and literacy practices that they have encountered. This history 
is not a static one as students are constantly changing. The implication is that a writer takes on 
the same subject positions of people whom sfhe identifies with in her Ihis previous encounters. 
Sfhe takes on their interests, values, beliefs and practices of those previous encounters. These are 
the voices that I look for when I analyse student text. The life history shapes the self esteem and 
status and this in turn affects the writing. 
Ivanic (1998: 25) recommends that one asks the following questions when researching this 
aspect of writer identity 
a. What aspects o/people's lives might have led them to write in the way that they do? 
b. How has their access to discourses and associated positions been socially enabled or 
constrained? 
This aspect of identity involved theorizing and exemplifying students past histories by exploring 
their personal writing activities. I have tried to get to know my students very well. This I have 
done through unstructured interviews, autobiographical writing and observations in class and 
journal writing. 
The Discoursal self 
The discoursal self is the impression writers give of themselves in a written text. It is constructed 
by the social context they find themselves in. This self is discoursal as it is constructed by the 
discourse characteristics that which is aligned to the values, interests, beliefs and power relations 
of the current social context of the writer. Students thus construct an image of the self suited to 
the academic and disciplinary environment. 
lvanic (1998:25-26) poses three questions to research the discoursal identity: 
a. What are the discourse characteristics o/particular pieces o/writing? 
h. What are the social and ideological consequences 0/ these characteristics/or the writer's 
identities? 
c. What characteristics 0/ the social interaction surrounding these texts led the writer to 
position themselves in these ways? 
Ivanic recommends using Fairclough's CDA to answer the above questions. I discuss CDA earlier 
in this chapter on page 23. As also said I draw lightly from discourse analysis to answer the 
questions. The unstructured interviews help to answer question (c) as writers could explain why 
they write as they do. 
In order to trace the academic identity, I explore textual features of academic writing such as 
clause structure which involves lOOking closely at lexical density as described by Halliday (1989) 
as the average number oflexical words in a clause. A lexical word is a 'meaning carrying word' as 
opposed to a 'functional word' like 'the'. Lexical density involves counting the number of lexical 











I also look at lexis. Lexis is defined as words that identify with a particular academic community 
and writers vary in how they use it (Ivanic 1998). 
I also explore some lexico-syntactic features such as use of numbers, expressions of quantity, 
specialised lexis and passive mental processes features as suggested by Ivanic (1998) to explore 
how writers position themselves as science writers. 
The Authorial self 
This aspect of identity traces the authorial identity of the writer. It can range from an assertive, 
confident voice to a feeble, unsure voice. 
The self as an author depends on what is important to the writer at the current moment in 
her Ihis life. It is concerned with the writer's authorial voice in relation to his position, opinions 
and beliefs. The actual text is important in analysing this aspect of writer identity. In order to 
examine this aspect of the writer's identity, lvanic (1998: 27) has suggested addressing the 
following questions: 
a. How do people establish authority in written text? 
b. To what extent do they present themselves or others as authoritative? 
I identify this aspect of identity by exploring the textual choices writers make as they write. 
Ivanic and Camps (2001) suggest a number of textual features drawn from Halliday (1985) 
associated with writers establishing authorial presence in a text: the use of the first person 
pronoun, the degree of modalisation used, the extent to which authority is claimed for personal 
experience, the type of reporting verbs used with sources and how these sources are used in the 
text (refer to page 47,61 for more detail). 
My researcher role vs. my teacher role 
My role as a researcher and a teacher is a challenging one. I do not see these as being separate. 
Having done the research, I am of the opinion that researching should be a strong part of being a 
teacher. I was constantly reminded that the learning environment was shaped by so many factors. 
The factors involved the lecturers and the students' autobiographical backgrounds, learning or 
teaching methodologies, pedagogic approaches. Other broader social environmental factors such 
as the curriculum, CPUT, national policy directives Oike ECP) all played a role in how students 
learn. The researcher role influenced my own teaching methodology as I became a more 
empathetic teacher in terms of designing classroom activities, and giving feedback to students in 
/ 
assessments. This was an unexpected gain for me as a professional. My teaching became more 
interactive and enabling for my students. I could sense that most of my students were achieving 
and developing in all spheres of university life as the year progressed. I am fortunate enough to 
see my participants on a daily basis and have access to their results which gave me insight into 
their academic development. My role as researcher became an intimate one and thus to be fair to 
my research subjects, I asked my internal moderator to assess their course work. 
An unintended consequence of my design was that my students became so involved in their 
development that at times I regarded them as my co-researchers. They worked with me on 
tracing their own self-representations in their text. I made sure that I gave constructive feedback 
and allowed them to give me good reasons for their writing choices. The discussions were fruitful 
as it gave then some insight on how their writing is assessed in the academic field. They were 











my research. In my discussions with them, I explained how my research could develop their own 
learning. They were involved in discussing and analysing their own writing which gave them an 
empowering role. 
Ethical considerations 
I asked students for their permission at the beginning of my research to use their written 
assignments. As said before, my research subjects filled in a consent form (See Appendix 1). It was 
also important to me that the students were assured that this research study did not affect their 
academic performance in any way. This is the reason why I used a moderator to assess their 
work. These issues were explained carefully to the students and were addressed in the consent 
forms as well. The subject lecturers involved were very co-operative and gave me their 
permission to use our joint assignments for my research. Consideration and confidentiality 
towards the students was my utmost concern during this research. For these reasons I have 
protected student identities by changing their names and I have not included my journal on 
tracking student interviews and observations as well as the students' personal journals. 
Limitations of this study 
The requirements for a minor dissertation did not allow me to explore Fairclough's model and 
Hallidayan theory in more detail in relation to my analysis. I thus chose to focus on lvanic in more 
detail as it included a lot of Faircloughan and Hallidayan theory. For the same reason as the above, 
I did not have the scope to analyse the full writing reports of the four students. My initial attempt 
at analysing their full reports resulted in a rather bulky thesis that was not suitable for a minor 
dissertation. 
It would have been ideal to analyse all the journals or attach it in an Appendix, but that would 
have been unethical. Not only did the journal writing help me to understand students better, it 
also added an interesting addition in exploring how students write differently when given 
different tasks. 
Conclusion 
My main aim is to lookat the nature of self-representation in writing and to show its relation to 
writing development. My research enables me to use Ivanic's analytical framework using the 
three identity aspects portrayed above and is complemented by observing my research subjects 
in class and discussing feedback from their writing assignments. The conversations were 
significant as they gave my students a sense of importance in my research process and prevented 












Analysis of self-representation in student writing 
Introduction 
In this chapter I use Ivanic's three aspects of writer identity to analyse how writers represent 
themselves in writing: the autobiographical self, the discoursal self and the authorial self. The 
illustration of Clark and Ivanic's (1997) clover-leaf design (see Figure 2.2) implies that these 
selves cannot be separated and weave together to discoursally construct writer identity. For the 
purpose of a structured analysis, I separate the identities. I will return to this point in my 
conclusion. 
In the first section of this analysis, I will discuss the autobiographical self (the first leaf in the 
clover) which is the personal history of the writer. For this section, I provide a personal profile of 
each of my four writers in order to answer life-history questions that affect the discoursal 
construction of student writing. In the next section I analyse first semester writing where I 
explore the discoursal self (the second leaf in the clover). This selfis characterised by the 
discourse characteristics in the text and is concerned with how the writer wants to 'sound' in the 
text For analysing the discourse characteristics of the text, I draw from Fairclough's (1992) 
interpretation of discourse analysis with specific reference to intertextuality and some linguistic 
analysis. In this section, I also explore the authorial self (th  third leaf in the clover). This self 
explores how writers show authority in their text. This self is closely associated with the above 
selves as showing authority in a text can be based on the life-history of the writer which is the 
autobiographical self and showing authority in writing can be discoursally constructed which is a 
characteristic of the discoursal self The 3 aspects of writer identity are all affected by the 'socio 
culturally available subject positions' (Clark and Ivanic 1997:136)which I have explained in 
Chapter 1 as possibilities for self-hood that exist in the socio-cultural context of writing, both in 
the wider context of society and the immediate institutional context of an instance of writing. This 
can be compared to Fairclough's view of discourse as text interaction and context as illustrated in 
Figure 2.1. The subject positions can be conscious or unconscious which can restrict writers or 
challenge them. A typical example of a subject position in my findings is how my students drew on 
their past literacy practices to construct identity in their text. This can also be described as 
intertextuality as defined in Chapter 2 where the interplay of many voices position writers in 
certain ways. In the third section I analyse second semester student writing using the same 
framework as the above. The purpose in this is to see whether there are changes in self-
representation over time. The final section deals with journal writing. I add this section to explore 












The autobiographical self 
Table 4.1 Personal data of students 
F F F M 
Black White Black Black 
21 29 20 19 
Horticulture Horticulture Analytical Chemistry Analytical Chemistry 
Grenville in Holy Cross Centre in Solomon Mahlangu in 
Rustenberg Eastern Cape Eastern Cape 
Factual writing • Factual writing • Factual writing • Factual writing 
using school using many using school using notes from 
textbook sources textbook the teacher 
Comprehension • Comprehension • Comprehension • Comprehension 
Creative writing • . Creative writing • Creative writing • Creative writing 
using no sources using many using no sources using no sources 
sources 
This aspect of identity implies that people are positioned by the opportunities made available to 
them in their past Clark and Ivanic (1997) says that the discourse conventions and literacy 
practices that people have encountered in their past shape all aspects of life, including writing. As 
said before this is very similar to Bourdieu's habitus (1991) which is a person's tendencies to 
think and act in certain ways that is inculcated and structured by family and school. In order to 
illustrate this, I have tried to get to know my students very well as said in Chapter 3. This I have 
done through unstructured interviews, autobiographical writing and observations in class and 
journal writing. The following table provides a summary of some personal data of my four 
research students. The previous educational writing experiences were taken from interview data. 
Students were responding to a question on the kind of writing they did at high school level. 
Sabrina 
Sabrina is a 21 year old black female studying Horticulture on the Cape Town campus of CPUT. 
She attended Khanyolwethu High in the Eastern Cape. This was a poorly resourced public school 
which was part of the DET schools in the apartheid era. She was taught mainly in her home 
language which is isiXhosa. She did English as a second language at school and passed it with a 'D' 
symbol. She says that her spoken English is fluent as she spoke some English at school with 
teachers and peers. At school they often reproduced texts for subjects like History and Economics. 
Sabrina said that they used the given subject textbook for the 'factual' essays or studied ready-
made essays given by the teachers for reproduction in the examination. In the English class they 
did comprehensions, letters, narrative and descriptive essays. She was not asked to acknowledge 











She had a strong desire to study in Cape Town and after completing her schooling, she moved to 
study at a private college in Cape Town called Boston House to improve her matriculation results. 
According to Sabrina, the whole family pitched in to fund her education as they believed that she 
could succeed. At this college, her English improved as she was taught in English. The writing 
experiences were similar to the experience at school. Her written English as assessed by herself is 
a struggle and she says in an interview: 'I would like to improve my writing as I am not happy 
with it. I am nervous when I get an assignment as I have difficulty in using the information I have'. 
Her journal reveals that she is religious and dedicated to her family. In an interview she says that 
most young people are unsuccessful because they are not motivated enough to work hard. 
Sabrina's autobiographical writing indicates that she is determined to succeed at university. She 
shows self confidence as she reflects on herself in her autobiographical writing. As we will see in 
the discoursal self, these identities- the literacy practices of her past schooling, the religious 
sensitivities, the caring daughter, the hard working self confident person all shape identity in her 
writing. 
Mel 
Mel is a 29 year old mature white student studying Horticulture on the Cape Town campus. She 
attended Grenville High School in Rustenberg in the North-West province. The school is a 
previously advantaged Model C4 school with good resources. After matriculation, she did some 
waitressing and then worked in the advertising industry. She moved to the Western Cape with 
her family in order to fulfill a dream of working in the plant production industry, hence her 
enrolment in Horticulture studies. She works part-time in a Nursery in Cape Town. Mel wants to 
get into the business side of plant production as she feels that is her niche. 
English is Mel's home language and she regards herself as being fluent in both written and spoken 
English. Her writing experience is varied. She did factual writing at school in assignments using 
more than one source, but was not required to acknowledge her sources. She spent time working 
on creative assignments as well using other sources, but as before was not required to 
acknowledge her sources. Her autobiography and my interviews with her, indicate a high self-
esteem and a positive outlook on life. On the other hand, Mel's frank comments in class about her 
'good' work and other fellow students 'bad' work were often regarded as arrogant by others in 
class. She based this opinion on the amount of spelling and grammatical errors students made in 
their writing which is interestingly very similar to the study skills approach of the staff regarding 
writing as suggested in Chapter 1. Mel was eager to help and give advice, but was impatient with 
the feedback she received from her fellow students. Mel tended to forget that students often did 
not understand her accent or vocabulary. When she became aware that others felt this way, Mel 
made an effort to change her attitude which resulted in a positive outcome for all. 
Mel's journal reveals an anxious personality. Her parents are divorced and she has a troubled 
relationship with her mother. She is financially dependent on her current boyfriend and this 
affects her moods. She writes in her autobiographical writing that she is a dreamer as this takes 
her away from her present life and troubles. She says the following about herself as writer in an 
autobiographical piece: 'I love any writing. I see myself as a character in my writing, venturing off 
in to unknown places, being able to witness miraculous things'. As we will see in the discoursal 
self, these identities discussed above will influence Mel's writing. 












Thandi is a 20 year old black female studying Analytical Chemistry on the Bellville campus. She 
attended a private school in the Eastern Cape called the Holy Cross Educational Centre. She 
received poor matriculation results and decided to improve her results at Headstart College in 
Cape Town. Headstart College offers second chances to students who want to improve their 
matriculation results. Her results improved slightly, but it allowed her to enrol at CPUT in an ECP 
science stream. At both institutions, Thandi was not required to acknowledge sources. The 
sources were given to her and she used them to write essays. She was also required to write 
formal and informal letters, descriptive and narrative essays in her English classes. 
Thandi writes in her autobiography that she did not work hard at school as she allowed her 
persona11ife to interfere with her studies. Her autobiographical writing indicates that she has a 
supportive family, but she is of the opinion that they think that she cannot make wise decisions 
for herself and she is determined to prove them wrong. She writes that things will be different at 
CPUT as she is going to work hard. She says in an interview that the aim is 'to separate my 
personal life from my professional life by making time for both so that they can balance'. Her 
journal writing says the following about a chemistry test that she failed: 'I failed the test and I'm 
so frustrated where did I go wrong but I don't want to dwell on this because if I think of this I will 
want to give up I want to think positive I will fix this I don't know how but I will'. Her journal 
often reflects her determination to succeed despite hardships in her life. The journal also reveals 
that her mother had a serious accident when she was in her final year of schooling and this 
affected her results. 
Thandi was taught in English at secondary level at school with Afrikaans as a second language, yet 
her home language is isiXhosa. She received an 'E' symbol for English in her matriculation 
examination. Despite her poor results, she says in an interview that she is fluent in spoken English 
but doubts her own writing ability: 'I am good at talking English to my friends. They admire the 
English I use. I prefer talking in English to Xhosa. But my academic writing is not good. I always 
got low marks for writing assignments at school.' 
As with Sabrina and Mel these identities above will all help to shape Thandi's discoursal self. 
Anele 
Anele is a 19 year old black male studying Analytical chemistry on the Bellville campus. He 
attended Solomon Mahlangu High, a public school in the Eastern Cape. He writes in his 
autobiography that there was a lot of violence at his school. The school appears on a list that 
identifies the top ten crime schools in the Eastern Cape (Makgato 2007). He also writes that the 
school had poor resources and no equipment in the laboratories. The computers at the school 
were only used by the administrative staff. He also writes that the teachers were dedicated and 
always pushing him to succeed But despite that, his results were poor and he did not receive a 
matriculation exemption to study at university. This was disappointing as he desperately wanted 
to study further. He was unemployed for a year and then an ex-teacher recommended CPUT as 
the institution did not require a matriculation exemption as a criterion for entrance. 
As with the other three research students, Anele displayed a determination to do well. This is 
reflected in his journal writing where he clearly displays a hardworking nature as the pages are 
filled with his daily academic activities depicting images of a hardworking student. In one entry 
he writes the following: 'I knew today because I've practice it with my friend, we've got common 
things in the way we attack questions in Kinematics.' In another entry he writes: 'I do need more 











Like Sabrina, Anele was taught in his home language at school. He did English as a second 
language at school and received an 'E' symbol. He says in an interview that he is not a bad writer 
when it comes to writing songs and poetry in English but struggles when it comes to writing 
academic assignments. They did not receive textbooks at his school and were often given essays 
to study for an examination. He was not aware of the importance of referencing until he came to 
CPUT. We will explore the above identities later in the analyses of his discoursal self. 
Conclusion 
In the above section, I focus on the characteristics of my students past lives in an attempt to show 
later how they brought this into their writing. Fairclough's diagram as seen in Figure 2.1 shows 
how text cannot be separated from the processes and the social forces that produce them. The 
outer layer of his diagram illustrates how the social context which includes the socio-historical 
conditions of my research students is part of language use which includes writing. Ivanic (1998) 
agrees that the act of writing cannot be separated from the socio-cultural context of the individual 
which implies that writers experiences with people (direct or indirect) influence writing. These 
experiences are indicated by elements such as interests, ideas, voices, sense of self worth, 
practices including literacy practices. My four students' life history affected the process of writing 
their assignments. For example, the practices of past schooling all position my research subjects 
in particular ways. Anele and Sabrina felt disempowered when writing in English for assignment 
purposes because of their inexperience in writing in English at school. In addition their poor 
English matriculation results gave them a perception that they were not good at English, whereas 
Mel felt confident because she perceived herself as being a competent English speaker and writer. 
The different interests of each student also positioned them in different ways in their writing: 
Sabrina's religious and family interest, Mel's creative background, Thandi's determination to 
prove herself academically and Anele's determination to succeed all affected the discoursal 
choices made in their writing. In the next section we use this discoursal self to explore how the 
writing extracts from students' assignments complemented with interviews consciously or 
unconsciously constructed writer identities. 
First semester writing 
Copies of the original writing can be found in Appendix 2. 
The discoursal self 
This is the second leaf in the clover design of Ivanic (as seen in Figure 2.1). This is the self-
representation of the writer in the particular kind of text in which they are writing. It is a message 
that the writer conveys to the reader through the conscious or unconscious choices s/he makes 
through the discourses they draw from. The main questions asked to examine this aspect of 
writer identity (as said in the previous chapter) are: What are the discoursal characteristics in the 
text, what processes are involved in the construction of this discoursal self, and what influences 
shape discoursal identities? 
I illustrate the above by discussing the discourse types that my students were drawing on as they 
wrote, and reflect on the identities they were setting up for them. I draw lightly on Fairclough's 
model (1992) of critical discourse analysis as described in chapter 2 and 3 to explore the social 
aspects embedded in student writing which set up their identities. The model has three layers 
that explore the language of the text (first layer), its discursive practices (the second layer) and a 
social analysis of the institutional conventions that shape the discursive practices. The discoursal 
self is found in the second layer where the processes of 'text production, distribution and 
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l! IS Stll::l:i.'"st .. d t hal the above positionlugs mJk~ It domcul t ror stud .. n~ to 'own' Sd~ "llfir o r 
ac~demic I"X!. In ordn to rn .. kr :>e1 .. ntiOc ~' n);u "l1~ 'friendher' It is impartlnl (or ~ducalors 10 
:"IIUSI I heir leaching in reiafioll to I hi'se posiho,"ngs. KIl.1in's fiudings (ZOOS) In his sUIIJy on 
id.'nmy and genre Iner.q rl'V",11 t h..\ sttlSltivi ty to su bjec! posltionings III slud .. n! wflling may 
open up "n u nd .. rst,mdlilll: of how students construct . he;r writ; Ill} I I is also suggested Illal 
JC,l(i€IllIC lecturers makr il .. aSler for students by m" killg th" dlsdplillc morr accessihle , Ollt' w~y 
of doin~ Ihls is in designjn~ new <tCCl'SSlbk ~pproaches ro 'e~chl n ~ and I .. "rnlng III th~ classroom. 
Concl usion 
The I h~ory di.scu$'iCd above shows thal l h~ .... ls so murh romplUlty In unde rst.md; lI~ why 
students wri te the w:ly tlwy do . II Is el'en more difficult In Ih .. Soulh Africall con text of higher 
educatU)Il wiler .. we h~ve ~n ~nol"mous shift I .. studem profil .. and a ch~lIcn~ 'n trnnsforming 
plac .. sofreanl,ng. Students ar~ no longer S/."'t'n ~s ~ ho mOjtenous group and in this respe<t. I h~v~ 
found thJI the ac;ule,nie li'er .,cles approach has I", .. " h .. lpful ill un,· .. ;III11: th .. fact Illat Slml .. nts 
~U"e all dlffer .. nt and Illat tlley lIr1ng a va",ery of resources wllh I hem into th~ universily. ThiS 
approach also questioned the valu .. of dominJ"t .,r~d~mic practices ~nd chan .. nges uS as l«rurers 
",,<I researchers 10 find new ways of v,elV; IIH a u r SlUd .. ms j:,eob$' project all intellrating r..nGu,,~ 
,lIld CO!)\~'l1 is pankuJ",ly impon,ulI . .4S II ad~oc,!!u a rll" n ~ .. In th ~ way language is commonly 
r'-'I:;orded as 11 separate isol~lcd add-oll subject In III .. ell rricul"m to cater for tile <r..fi cit view. 
The New Liter,lcy Studles;~ the hr<Md theo .... llc,,1 fr. lluework used in my study ofwhlrh the 
sped,,1 focus ofac"delllk literacies playa s'gn>fic;o'li pan. Lillis and ScOII say . hal il is'" cril ic.,1 
fi .. ld or; IIqujry wil h a specific epistl'fl lOlogkJI ~nd idffilog,c •• 1 stance, The epislemoloKY sees 
htcr.ocy as a SOdal pracrke mId Ih .. Ideolo!:), is that of t .... nsformatlOn' (2007:7). Th(' ;,1)01'" qllC)!e 
sp<';,ks to my rl'Searcli ,,$ I arll"" th"l 1,'kHl,lt OW'lerstup of wriling depends on how co",fo 1'1"bl" 










[{'xt al"e Jl31tlwlJr!O the (onwxts In which Ihey ~re localerl. As the analYSIS will.how. the 
students were dr;"ving on Ih r many discli rsll e p,..~qices de rivcrl from thci r autobiographical 
Idpnfities ~s described ailove and Oil til<' inHn~diate and widpr sOciO"cu ltllraJ environme nt they 
were enSilged 10 ;1t th~ tilll e. r.ut of this so~i""lJ It II r~ 1 e"vi rolllll~l lt Werl" thl' COU l"Ses tire 
students wert' ill Wh ich were detNmilled by the faculty dematuls plan-d 01111" for exampk lill' 
type Of fOpks set, the feedbac k from Ih~ a5se'5('lrs and the gI ven crltena for the ~ssfgnll1 euts. 
Tile assi9"ment topics 
The following wrille" ass ignment was givl'" in tlw PI~nt Mat~rials Study I class, whirh IS p.art "f 
thellort,cuhur~ COUrsl' on the Cap ~ 'I"owli campus. II was Inlert'slillg to note that very Iillll' 
gUIdance was gIven 10 (he sturlents ' " t i,e des gn of the aSS Ignmen t. The Plant Material Slud}' 
lectur('r "~'S qu iw keen on ,'c~cpt rag my offcr for iall!;uage suppon arter Ull' asslgmll('nt \ws 
Ci"{~n. She s~w my ro le as an ac-.l<!enr ic lite-racy specialist, as an oppnrtu nity to leach the l.luguagt' 
ski lis necessa ry fa wn te the assIgn <H ent I II a ~iscussion with Ille a b(lut student wflting. shr 
(Ommc m<'d thM sw,knt, were PO{) r Wnlprs .nd tills had an illl p~ct on thd r .lc~demH; SLlCCI'SS. 
The [(l llowl"g assignment is the authentic assIgnment given to .I ,e students. It IS no ted tlral very 
lit Ill' II I f(lnnation is glvl'n to Iht' stude nL The topic dt'rnands factual scientific informalion. ret the 
swd£llts arc asked to USc tlielr own words which IS ~ diffIcult task a.-. 1hl' language of 5{"1('ncc 
demands specific scieuce termi nol(lgy that 1$ dIfficult to say 'In your (lWn wonls· as the !(lple asks. 
TOO ass/anment topic 
Write a SC;eIll,fic r/I6/!;lrch report on Ihe medlC,"iJl, herb;JI,nd domestic use of the pliJnr 
assigned 10 you. The report musl be rwo IYP«J pages. All ;nformlll,on mUSI be refllrencod, All 
thll ... ",Ing muSI be in your own ... ords. Yourr<1port must haVII an 'ntroduclion. the r .. port and 
then a conclusion. A blbliOf/,aphy mUSI bll glv." Itl tile .nd. {Aulgnmonf I PI;"" ProdiJcfJOn I. 
""'I 
S~brrna "nd Md are In the Il(lnicuhur{' 1 Exttnded CUrriculum Progr;UllIlIe (Eep) on the Cape 
Town Cam PLlS, As s~i d the ~ssiglllnenr w~s "il'en hy the pl~llt production II'(:\ ure r ~arly "' the firs! 
semester and was handed in for assessnrent Most of the studelll s lai led t ius assls nmen t. Thl~ 
r la5s ,,';IS i){'ing taught commuJl kahon skI lls ty SQrne<lue other thJll lIIe Whell th ,s assign nl el lt 
w~s handed OUI, Whel l i took over tire J;lLlgLLage progr,UI.me, the subj l'("t arid language lecturer 
complai ned of pl~si a ,"SOl and the poor wri t ing ski lis oi this class. The language lecture r explainftl 
th~t most of ti ,e st 'ldents struggled WIt h English skJlIs ami n"ency which was aligned to the tlr lk lt 
view that I discuss in my mtroductory chapler, 
I asked the subiect lectu,w to give Ow sturieuls an (lPI'(lrtlLni l}· t(l redo the a~s!gnml'nt so that I 
could leadl them sOllie basic knowledge i n 31bwenng asslgn rrwnt 'lul'st lons. It was grantt-d, What 
Jam ana l}'sing in this set:llon Is 3 Sl'(ond Hl1empt, 
TIle ne~t writ ing task below was gi\' ell as .lI1lntegl<1ted Chemis lry 1 ~nd English Communicat ions 
asslgmucnt. whlrh is part ofth .. Analyt ICal Chemistry coorSe ml the llellvil1l' campus. The full 
on~ln>l1 ~ssignOlC~ ! C~ ~ be \·iewed III "ppend,x 2. "II intt'gr~led 3ssignmell t means Ihal sllIdents 
will be ~ssesscd for the S<lnle task USing di ffer~nt (rit"ria fr{)tL1 t he subject Il'("lLIr~rs. In th i< task, 
! he Chc""Stry lecmr~r as.w5sed the conk lit ;I"d the Conullu nlc~tio'ls ieclllfL'r (wh Ich is me) 
aSSl'ssed the st ruclU re. styk'. lallguage ~ud prcSentlt lOlL Thp top.c rl'q ui red Ill<' st udent~ 10 










TIl' ,,,/gllmmt toDlc 
Wrll!' ' . 0·. 00 word "Port on the nlK/_ICC~IIh'1 rou rNNKhed. You,,..,.,,, mus''''''' 
/Ie<IdInll" lntI.ubllNding .. You mlltt Incl-" Uu.1Mf1e. , «HJI*It ~ ''';.'''I:I1MfI!. A 
d!Jfr.CM be IlIbmlll!d lHIfo,. ,II! dut fill!. 
'rhandl ,lIId '\nd e •• ~e In Ih .. AII~ !yl i,,' 1 Ch~ lII;su)' btended en rrknlll lll Prnr.I '~ I1I111e If.C!') nn I he 
Oellvtll~ (':.1mpus The above "" 51!(nnWnt W~_~ gl Veil earl)' in 1 1t~ firs t _'ellleSI ~r Thl' $Iurlrnl< wrr,' 
ml/lJdun'd 10 soenee repon wnUnt: In .he COI1I1I1"n"~t 10 ns (lass wl l h a parlklll,.r f<;Klts 011 
p;'r,' phrJ~II1,1: Ami re ferencing. Rulli SIllUentS h,1(1 no IIn or experience U\ wri tll1~ " re'e~rrh re-,lOn 
Tlte e:!. It .... "utoblOgrJpll!c~1 ,nmrnlalion ~Iso refll!i"lS Ih,1t I hl' stll tlr nl ~ prrrelvr,1 t 100:-"",,1\'(·, to 
he poor ~r" deHlic wnwl'S. 
Self-represent(ltioll i" tile ;IIlm(/uctory text') 
Students (onvey an I", p re~sloll of tlte SI'I!' to olhl"rs in Ihe form of so(l.1 l l11ten(lloII. 1 ("xJ IIlIIlt> 
how I he (/'s("011 r5<l l char;Kt('ris t KS ar .. .. ,,1mI'd In Ihe Lhscourse <"011" .. 11110115 \\' IIhlll Ihe w,<ler 
,.0clO·cll ltll r~1 (O" ' e~t i I] Wll ir lt I "('y .If" ",!iii n~ :1I1d how this posllionOOlhe Wrt wrs. I u,,-, Ihe 
Introductory utract~ of l'ar1l Shnle ll l 10 eng"g/" with 1' ,1I1 klll ~r slIbje<1 posiljol\~ " 'Ihp ,"':-ad t'm,e 
ron"nunily Ih :!1 shaped Sf'lf repre-;enl:t tion II1lext.ll"ok:lt how slude"t~ wrIte \O.,l h an 
'Inslitulion,1I votce' ;tnd how students lake un Ihe va lues, i nterest$, bt! li cfs J 11.1 knowledge ll1alung 
p-raclicl"S of this Il<trllml..r in~thu'lon 
Edracl 4.1 , S~brina - Horticulture II ntroduc llo n! 
P-oll~ 'u~ !;" "Of"lN IS a "'. f1IJ~ • f troo!. ... h'Cfl loclude tne CO'IO'l VIIO(>d , POP/3'l1 and 
i\spotl~ M1.ch arc ''''10 Nfl O!. POI'..J!$. It!S a oOCldJO<.Ic Ifhl T 110 Ical'!!s are 
tU'Ding brlght gold 10 yellow belo", Ihey laU dt.:tll1Q II.u!umfl It gtOWS about 30 m 
al 8 ta st r.,te It 'S IIO'Io'c!tlf..glrom Anolto June and ,tpGtlS Irom r.lay to Ju'y In 
o«ler 10 glow ""cll, 11 rtll~S IIghl and wc'l df311W(! SO.i's It ~n al~o establosh_~ 
In \til) srm:e The leave~ are simple usually a llifroato and haW! art a:tratb,e 
growl .. Il)rm (Cnrrirrc 2(04) In thiS repo'1 I Wl il i 0Cl.1S on Pcl=uiU!; Simon t's 
"leOlt",al Ilerbal and tht< dOmes tiC USO 
Elltract 4.2, Mel · Hortic u lture !Introd uction! 
rTttrs research rcoort wiR locus on the mea tlnal he/bal and domestic 1 
uses 01 the Vrnca Major 11 IS a tra ling p'ostra te evergreen sub 
shrub \', Ih a stem rOOI,ng <1 t ''le tipS with leaves thaI a'e glossy 
green ovate cOln l~d ThIS planl has large pale blue p·ooeler·I'ke 
shaped no\',ers 01 v.hich appear on sholt elect 00','/erll' 9 siems In 
spring· mid Wlnler. The Vinca Major IS a native Ie W Med,terranC'an, 










Extract 4.3. Anele- Analytical Chemistry (Introduction) 
The essay is about a disaster that took place in Japan. was caliA; imura Nuclear 
Disaster and it was caused by the employees. 11m going to conoenbate on its~ 
~--- ---
background. Its occurrence and what really caused the accident. 
Extract 4.4. 'rhandi- Analytical Chemistry (Introduction) 
The three Mile Island accident was the most significant ~t In the hi8.tory of 
the American commercial nuclear power generating industry. The accident 
V 
starte~,~~ the 28 March 1979 (Wednesday) ~tien the main feed water pump. 
faHect!&"tadloaetive elements were released tnto atmosphere (http://en 
wlkipedla.orgIwtkifrhreeMIIe Island AcCident, May 2008). 
The academic community 
The four students position themselves as members within a science academic community based 
on certain discoursal choices in their text. 
I explore how students move between subject positions available to them in the discourse 
conventions on which they draw as they write their assignments. I first discuss the nature of the 
academic discourse in the institutional context and then I examine how the discoursal choices my 
students draw on shape this identity. Ivanic (1998) describes an academic discourse as the way 
people talk and write in higher education. This description is related to the wider social context 
which determines the dominant conventions of academic writing. I explore some of these 
conventions that writers draw from as they write and how they position the writers. Ivanic 
(1998) focuses on commonalities within the academic discourse community that position writers 
within one discourse community. She uses certain grammatical and lexical features drawn from 
Halliday (1994) to analyse short extracts of student writing in order to identify how students 
position themselves as writers in an academic community. The five linguistic features which are 
also discussed in chapter 3 are: clause structure; verbs; nouns; modality and lexis. Ivanic (1998) 
says that these characteristics are pervasive in academic writing and should not be regarded as 
prescriptive. The aim is to show how these characteristics position students consciously or 
unconsciously as academic writers. I use two of the above linguistiC features, namely clause 
structure and lexis to show how the students were positioning themselves in the academic 
community. 
Qause structure 
This aspect is analysed by means of calculating lexical density in a text. Lexical density is 
described by Halliday (1989) as the average number of lexical words or item in a clause. Halliday 
defines a lexical word as a 'meaning carrying word' as opposed to a 'functional word' like 'the'. A 
lexical item is when two or more words form a phrase that gives one particular meaning, for 
example, a bunch of flowers. I have used lexical items and lexical words where necessary. As 
explained on page 27, lexical density involves counting the number oflexical words in an extract 
(a) and then counting the number of clauses in it (b), then dividing (a) by (b). According to Ivanic 
(1998) drawn from Halliday (1989) high lexical density is often a characteristic of academic text. 











short, but a brief 'lite' analysis could give us a hint whether students are taking on an academic 
voice. I have counted a clause as single statements in a sentence. A score of fewer than 5 is an 
example of low lexical density whereas over 5 depict a high lexical density (Halliday, 1989; Ivanic 
1998)). An illustration of Anele's lexical density is given below. The clauses are in brackets and 
the underlined words are lexical items. 
lexical density In Anele's Introduction 
.[The ~ is ah.cmt a diSaster] [that took place in Japan,] [its Was called ToikaJnura 
Nuclear Disaster land [it was caused by the empIQYees]. [I'm iQina.to concentrate 
on its back;&round. it occurrence]and [what really caused the acCident]. 
15 lexical items (a) and 6 clauses (b) = (a) I (b) = 2.5 
Extract and writer No. of lexical Items No. of clauses Lexical density 
4.1 Sabrina 37 15 2.46 
4.2 Mel 30 6 5 
4.3 Anele 15 6 2.5 
4.4 Thandi 15 5 3 
Figure 4.1 lexical density 
These approximate calculations reveal a low lexical density with the possible exception of Mel, 
but there is a hint that the students are positioning themselves as academic students. In the 
autobiographical identity above there is an indication from Thandi, Anele and Sabrina that they 
are not familiar or comfortable with this academic identity based on their past experiences. 
Thandi says that her 'academic writing is not good', Sabrina says that she is 'nervous' when 
writing an assignment as she does not know how to use the information at hand, Anele says that 
'he prefers poetry and song writing' to academic writing. Thandi's lexical density is higher than 
Anele and Sabrina because she has copied many words from her source. Angelil-Carter's research 
on plagiarism in writing indicates that students had difficulty in using other people's voices in 
unison with their own voice. This often results in students mimicking their sources. Ivanic (1998) 
explains that formulating ideas into words is one of the practices that students are obliged to take 
on as academic students. The low lexical density is an indication that students are struggling with 
this aspect of identity. Mel has the highest lexical density in her introductory paragraph which 
suggests some experience in writing academic texts and English is her home language. 
Lexis 
In my interviews with the students, most of them said that they wanted to 'sound' like a scientist 
or a horticulturist. They felt that one of the ways in which they could do that was to use particular 
words suited to the relevant field. This meant learning and using the vocabulary in their writing. 
Lexis is defined as words that identify with the particular academic community and writers vary 
















genus of trees, deciduous, flowering, growth form 
trailing, prostrate, evergreen, sub-shrub, rooting, ovate-pointed, propeller-like, 
erect, flowering, native 
background, occurrence 
significant, generating industry, main feed water pump, radioactive elements, 
released, atmosphere 
There is a suggestion could be that all 4 writers are trying to take on the identity of belonging to 
their respective fields. There is also a sense that the topic has steered them into certain lexical 
choices they make as they write. However, as Ivanic (1998) suggests it is high lexical density that 
really positions writers as part of the academic community. 
The introductory paragraphs are short but useful to briefly trace the science identity in the 
student's initial writing. I look at whether students at this early stage are influenced by the 
conventions of writing in the sciences as proposed by Ivanic (1998) - use of numbers; expressions 
of quantity; specialised lexis and passive mental processes. This identity is further explored in the 
authorial self. This is related to interpersonal and textual positioning of Halliday (seen in Chapter 
2) where writers identify with views on how scientific text should be structured. It is 
interpersonal positioning as writers write for their readers which influences the way they write. 
It is textual pOSitioning as this determines how the information is organized in the text. 
The Sciences 
Numbers 
Sabrina uses numbers in her writing. 
Sabrina grows about 30m 
Expressions 0/ quantity 
Sabrina use expressions of quantity 
Sabrina at a fast rate 
Specialised lexis 
Anele use specialised terms 
Anele nuclear flssion chain 
Passive mental processes 
Sabrina and Thandi use passive mental processes. 
Sabrina are known, are turning, is flowering, 
Thandi were released 
The science identity can also be split into sub identities- the horticulture identity and the 











The horticulture and analytical chemistry identity 
The interest of the different Horticulture and Analytical Chemistry disciplines are reflected in the 
text of the two writers shown below. The choice of words in the extracts can be an indication of 
how students position themselves according to the nature of their disciplines. 
Extract 4.5. Mel- Horticulture (lines 9-15) 
The Vinca Major can be used as a quick ground cover, but it can soon 
become rampant if not controlled by cutting back, however it should 
rather be planted in containers. This plant mostly thrives in shade, 
but can also flower in sunnier pOsitions. The Vinca Major will flourish 
amongst the stones of rock gardens, or on steps. . The Vinca Ma~or 
appears to form thick carpets of groundcover With blue or white 
flowers\(Brown.199~ , 
Extract 4.6. Anele- Analytical Chemistry (lines 19-23) 
The Japan's Electric Power Company rushed S80 pounds of sodium borate to the plant 
to absorb the radiation that was emitted. but the workers had difficulty In getting close to 
that processing tank. The employees then entered the facility again and they crushed 
the water pipes that leaded to that tank where the accident was occurring 
(bttp:l/eo·wikipedia.orgIwikiIlokaimura-disaster, May 20oar-----'.;-
Mel and Anele have positioned themselves differently because of their different fields they are 
studying in by making different lexical choices in their writing, for example Mel chooses words 
familiar to the genre of Horticulture, like 'Vinca Major', 'groundcover', 'rampant', 'cutting back', 
whereas Anele chooses words like 'sodium borate', 'absorb', 'radiation', 'emitted', 'processing 
tank' that is linked to the world of Chemistry. Both students seem to have positioned themselves 
according to the context of their particular study to sound like members of that particular 
community. This is an indication that the discoursal self is being shaped by the lexis of the 
particular fields the writer finds her/himself in. There is some evidence that as writers come into 
contact with new discourses they take on the interests, desires and characteristics of that 
particular discourse. 
Next, I focus on how writers position themselves interpersonally. This is related to Halliday's 
interpersonal positioning where social relations and social identities interact. Ivanic (1998) says 
that when writers make choices in how to represent themselves, they have to bear in mind not 
only their own affiliations (social identities) but also the expectations of their readers (social 
relations). This could cause tension especially in an academic essay as some students feel 
hemmed in by expected academic conventions of their readers. 
The role of the reader 
The power is more on the side of the reader as the reader is often the marker and in this case the 
designer of the academic criteria.lvanic (1998) describes this as the effect of imbalanced power 











discourse characteristics that they perceive to be dominant and powerful (Ivanic 1998). Often the 
student perceives that the academic practices of the institution are more valuable Oournals and 
interviews with students). 
Anele: Ayesha you said in class that we must use our sources, but not copy them This was 
hard. How do I do that? The first time I had to do that, I did that. And then the 
chemistry lecturer said that we must not be personal in our writing. My essay came 
back and I received a low mark. I was told that my essay was too short and I did not 
use academic words. Academic words seem to give me higher marks. 
What is important in Anele's response was the word 'hard'. As lecturers we do not realise the 
difficulties first year students face by the demands we place on them. We often want to challenge 
our students which can be good, but often we assume that they have the ability to do this on their 
own. Anele was confused as readers were limiting his freedom to express himself. My own 
learning process in this research project has been immense. I have learnt that it is important to 
provide contextual as well as linguistic support if I want academic success. For example, I could 
have shown my students a copy of a 'good' academic essay. I will return to this point when I 
reflect in my final chapter. 
Thandi added that she only used the references to get good marks. 
Thandl: I took my readings and ifit was up to me I would not have added it. I did it 
afterwards at the end of the paragraphs. This was for marks, because you said that 
we would lose marks. 
What also surfaced in the interviews that students were confused by the different expectations of 
subject and language lecturers. For example, in the first assignment, I told my students that it was 
acceptable to use personal pronouns in their writing whereas the science lecturer told them the 
opposite. 
Mel felt that she had so much to say, but lecturer expectations toned down her style. She says the 
following in an interview about her writing experience. 
Mel: There is so much information out there that I want the reader to learn about it in an 
interesting way. But because of good marks, I have to write in the shortest way. 
Sometimes I have 8 pages and then I must only write 3. Hectic! 
Sabrina found referenci g very confusing and also time consuming, especially when lecturers ask 
you to give 5 sources and you only have to write 300 words. 
Sabrina: Researching a lot of different sources, for example the Horticulture lecturer says we 
must have a minimum offive references andformat referencing in 300 words. It is 
impossible to write everything you want to. 
This interpersonal positioning suggests that student writing is dependent on the institutional 
setting where academic writing is judged by assessors who are their lecturers in most cases. 
There is an imbalance of power relations at this stage as students are anxious about pleasing their 
assessors' demands to get good grades, before they actually understand the deeper purposes of, 
for example, the role of referencing in an assignment Writers realise that it is not in their interest 
to represent themselves in the ways that they want to as there are other dominant and powerful 
conventions to adhere to in an academic institution. This creates a discoursal self that they do not 











There are also discourses outside the academic community that writers draw on which I will 
examine in the next section. 
The personal identity 
Sabrina's response to the medicinal aspect of the topic is of a personal and practical nature. Her 
caring daughter identity can be attributed to growing up with an ill mother. This information was 
gained from her journal writing. Below is an extract from the journal: 
Extract 4.7. Sabrlna- Horticulture (Joumal writing) 
Friday, at night I heard my mom breathing so hard bcoz of asthma.I prayed deeply, 
calling the wordJesus, the son ofGod,heJp me in this situation, saying that if I did 
something bad to you, 'Forgive me', 
This identity in her writing extract can be traced in her writing in the extract below. 
Extract 4.8. Sabrlna- Horticulture llines 9-14) 
2. MEDICINAL AND HERBAL USES 
(Bow~ 995) explains that Populw ·aimonii treats. problem ~ch as anorexia, 
lower back pains. gout. and feY!fJ ~mally •. itacts a8 remedy for chlbta~ns. 
haerraonhcic:tes, infected wounds and sprams.lt.i;lSSiSts In the treatment of 
heart ~~m',~lt • ., plays a, b!liest role '!!. the kidneys, promoting the flow 
of urine.'ltfelieves coughing ~~ttJa.disease called tuberculosis. This 
tree can be used in healing muscular pains and far dry sldn conditions. ___ ._.,_ I\. 
The use of verbs like 'treats', 'assists' , 'relieves' and nouns like 'remedy', 'treatment' and the 
adverb 'healing' suggests this subject positioning. 
The simplicity of Sabrina's writing above· she uses the simple present tense and short sentences 
implies an attempt to avoid grammatical errors. Again we are reminded how the autobiographical 
self- the ill mother, the past literacies playa part in the discoursal choices we make in our writing. 
Another example of how our personal interests creep into our writing is the lexical range that Mel 
uses in her writing. 
Extract 4.9. Mel- Horticulture llines 17-21) 
THE MEDICINAL. USE.S 
Plants are cut after flowering and processed commercially for AIkoKI 
V1ncomine extraetlon, This plant is used by pharmaceutical 
industrieS. as a cerebral stimulant and VA solideter. However they 
do not contain the anti-cancer alkoides, which are found in the 











This is an indication of her experience with the plant profession and professional writing as 
indicated in her autobiographical self. The words in the extract below 'processed commercially'; 
'used by pharmaceutical companies'; 'VA solidator' are examples of her work in the plant 
industry. She shows knowledge of other plants as well as she compares her plant to a related 
plant - 'However, they do not contain the anti-cancer alkoides, which are found in the related 
Catharanthus roseeus.' Mel also displays an ease with using English as a medium of writing by 
using appropriate Signalling words: 'however', 'nevertheless'. This could be an indication of her 
having English as a home language and having done more writing than the other three students. 
Mel's advertising background is also hinted at in her writing. In her Conclusion there are some 
creative and dramatic word choices which suggest an advertising background. 
Extract 4.10. Mel- Horticulture (lines 41-45) 
CONCLUSION 
I would strongly advise that if the Vinca MajDr is used medicinally, it is 
to be used under strictest supervision of a Doctor. However this plant 
is a treasure that would be able to transform any tricky place into 
brilliant carpets of colour. But more importantly, ft is an excellent 
herbal plant. 
Words such as 'strongly', 'treasure', 'transform', 'tricky', 'brilliant carpets of colour', 'excellent' are 
examples of Mel's creative identity gained from her advertising experience. 
Owned/Disowned identities 
In this section I present what my students said they owned, disowned, rejected and desired in 
their writing at the time of writing this first assignment. This information was difficult to find in 
the text and I had to rely on what students said about their writing. 
Thandi said that they she did not own the content of their writing. Thandi felt that she was not 
happy with the way she wrote. She does not feel that she can 'write in her own words'. Her 
writing is evidence that she has difficulty because she mimics her sources quite often (see extract 
4.11). She responds in the following way when I asked her 'why she copies so many sentences 
from her sources'. 
Thandi: My own sentences will be filled with mistakes. [leave out words, commas and 
[ know that [ must use other work to make my work look good. 
Thandi does not feel comfortable with writing academic assignments based on her perception 
that she is a poor writer and other people's work 'sounds' better. In our conversations, I sense 
that she is keen to improve her own writing. She was aware of her language faults and her 
unstructured sentences. She repeatedly said that she loved oral interactions and wished she could 
represent herself in writing the way she represented herself orally. It would be easy to attribute 
this to Thandi's second language background, but one must bear in mind that Thandi studied in 
English at high school as noted in her autobiographical self. Cummins' research on bilingual 
students (1996) indicates that there is a gap between oral proficiency in a second language and 











'context-reduced' activity and the most difficult for a second language speaker. Thandi's school 
language experience as indicated in her autobiographical self has mainly revolved around 
context-embedded written activities like narrative and descriptive writing and reproducing 
factual text. Extract 4.11 below is an example of how she has used phrases from her Wikipedia 
source in her writing. It is J.loted that she changed some information like the date when the 
accident occurred. 
Extract 4.11. Thandl- Analytical Chemistry (19-28) 
The three Mile Island accident was the most significant accident in the history of 
the American commercial nuclear power generating ind ustry. The accident 
\tv' 
started in the 28 March 1979 (Wednesday), ,When the main feed water pump - ) fane(& /tadioactive elements were released into atmosphere (http://en 
wikipedia.org!wikilThree Mile Island Accident, May 2008). 
The Wikipedia source 
It was the most significant accident in the history of the American commercial 
nuclear power generating industry, resulting in the release of up to 481 PBq (13 
million curies) of radioactive gases, but less than 740 GBq (20 curies) of the 
particularly hazardous iodine. The accident began at 4:00 A.M. on Thursday, 
March 29, 1979. 
Thandi has imitated her source in the style of writing and in some cases used the same phrases. 
When asked why she had changed the date of the accident, she said the following: 
Thandl: I did not want to plagiarise, so I changed certain information to make it look as if I 
did not copy exactly from my source. 
Angelil-Carter's research on plagiarism (2000) uses a metaphor that suggests all novice writers 
are like dancers learning a new routine 'dependent on copying the instructor' and this is not 
necessarily plagiarism. Thandi was anxious about not plagiarising and she thought that if she 
made deliberate mistakes, she could not be accused of plagiarism. 
Anele says that he cannot identify with what he has written as he feels restricted because he is 
limited to a word count. He says in an interview that he had nearly a thousand words in his first 
attempt. He had to cut it down and take out many 'things' to meet the assignment requirement of 
300 words. This 'ruined' his report. 
Anele: I had a lot more words. I took it down and then my report was short and I did not 
like that I struggled. I did not know what to take out I took out most of my 
information from my sources. In the end, I did not like my writing as it was not 
scientific and did not seem right 
In the extract below, the marker has said that Anele has left out information in the comment-
'How was it considered?' The extract below gives evidence of Anele's concerns about leaving out 
information. There is also no link to the two sentence paragraph below. This indicates that Anele 
is experiencing problems with his sentence structure and cohesion. Anele, like Thandi has taken 
many phrases from his source and mixed them with his own. We are reminded again of Angelil-











Extract 4.12. Anele- Analytical Chemistry (Conclusion) 
This disaster left many experts with many questl~' about the failure of this nuclear 
disaster. ithis stage,Japan f- depending on theJnuclear power forJ.be"I~~~Ji 
after the disaster,the nucfear~ety policy were 8!tfous/y eonsidere6;-Jaiiiri's most 1\ 
nuclear radiatIOn accident ocCurred at a uranlwi reprocessing facility in the eltyln Japan. 
, /< 
(Dickenson 1994). ",,~_._ .. ,r -
The autobiographical identity of Anele shapes the way he writes. There is an awareness of the 
academic nature of writing as Anele cites his reference at the end of the paragraph. There is also a 
sense that Anele and Thandi are not confident enough at this stage to express their own style of 
writing. 
Sabrina and Mel owned many parts of their writing. It is interesting to note that the two are on 
the Cape Town campus and studying horticulture and the above two (Anele and Thandi) are on 
the Bellville campus studying analytical chemistry. This could be coincidental or my selection of 
students for horticulture was different to that of analytical chemistry. I will examine this when I 
do a personal reflection at the end of this dissertation. 
Sabrina said the following when asked about how she felt about her writing: 
Sabrina: The in/ormation Igot helped me gain knowledge about the particular topic. I am 
able to answer many questions on horticulture. 
And Mel said the following: 
Mel: lUke to draw the reader into this world o/mine.1 want them to be as passionate as I 
am. Maybe I will make a difference to this environment. 
Mel shows that she is knowledgeable on the topic as she concludes her essay. Her identities in the 
advertising field, her previous academic writing experiences, her mature outlook on life and her 
age discussed in her autobiographical self are evident in the conclusion to her assignment 
Extract 4.13. Mel- Horticulture (Conclusion) 
I would strongly advise that if the Vinca Major is used medicinaUy, it is 
to be used under strictest supervision of a Doctor. However this plant 
is a treasure that would be able to transform any tricky place into 
brilliant carpets of colour. But more importanUy, it is an excellent 
herbal plant. 
Conclusion 
In the above section, I have been discussing how writers construct a discoursal selfin their 
writing based on the discoursal characteristics in the text, what processes are involved in the 
construction of this discoursal self, and what influences shape discoursal identities. The writers 











The discourses the students draw from all position them differently. The one positioning is the 
linguistic choices writers make which identifies them as belonging to an academic community. 
The other positioning is when writers present themselves according to their fields of study which 
in this case is the sciences. The third positioning is the different ways of presenting knowledge 
according to what they perceive as good or bad writing based on their past experiences and 
readers expectations. Another positioning involves non academic contexts where most of my 
students felt that they had a 'real self that they could identify with even though Clark and Ivanic 
say that 'the self that a writer constructs discoursally is but an echo of actual voices and of 
abstract and prototypical voices with which they are familiar: (1997:217).The real self is what 
the students really desire to be. This desire is often one of being part of the academic community. 
The power is in the assessor's hands and most writers write to accommodate their readers in 
order to get good marks. Some writers are happy to take on the identities of their readers, others 
rebel. This could lead to feelings of ownership or non-ownership in certain aspects of their 
writing which in turn causes tension. Students also position themselves consciously or 
unconsciously as noted in this analysis based on personal circumstances. These circumstances are 
mainly derived from the autobiographical self, for example, the caring nature that Sabrina 
portrays and the advertising 'creativity' that Mel displays in her writing. 
These multiple positionings all happen simultaneously and as we will see later these positionings 
are not fixed or constant 
The previous section focused on the interplay of many voices in the text (the past, the present, the 
abstract) and how this positioned writers which is described as intertextuality in the introduction 
to this section. The next section will look at a different voice in the text- the authorial voice. 
The authorial self 
This is the third leaf in the clover-leaf model of Ivanic. It is based on how authoritative writers 
sound in the actual text. This is the writer having 'something to say'. As said before, we will look at 
how writers establish authority and to what extent they present themselves as authoritative. The 
actual text is important in analysing this aspect of writer identity. This is related to the other two 
clover leaves in that how authoritative one sounds is often based on an autobiographical identity 
and a discoursal identity. The writers' sense of self esteem is usually derived from past 
experiences (autobiographic s lf) and current influences (discoursal self). 
Clark and Ivanic (1997) suggests a number of textual features associated with establishing 
authorial presence in a text: the use of the first person pronoun, the way modality is used, the 
extent to which authority is claimed for personal experience, the type of reporting verbs used in a 
text and how sources are used in the text The following table gives an overview of how students 
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Extract 4.14. Sabrlna- Horticulture (Conclusion) 
4. CONCLUSION 
~_.f)< , J,< 
Through this research I have Ieamt interesting a5pecl$ towards the beauty 
of nature .It has surprised me that this ~k~V( ,ifJhisJree is multi -
functional .. as it has many uses In order to save people's lives .MiIHons of 
people who are suffering from diseases are being saved by the uses of this 
tree • All I can say is that the populus 1ree pla,l!@_blg role In our lives. 
Simon's poplars ouler appearance can have a deflned objectIVe In u~l~it 
showing that 11Is more powerful. IUs so amazing to know that it helps a lot 
frGfYl doctora, in our ho~and even in traditional heaters. Therefore I can 
k . "_ 
say that this could be.~~~~~! maani~. not to judge the book by its cover, 
mB8nLngJbat_noUoJoQk~he~terappearance. I thought It is Just a trw with 
their own physicaf characteristics. Moreover I can aay that there's no art to 
find mind's construction in the face. I fmel out that each and every organism 
~ -
has Ule purpose in this the universe. 
Extract 4.15. Thandi- Analytical Chemistry (Conclusion) 
CONCLUSION 
From my observation this accident was aIf caused by,8 human error. For 
e~ the (POR\') had no device on it to check if it has open or closed & the 
core also had no device on it to checK if~ water or.r)gt..J3fJ~!l~I.. there ~<.­
some devices which were not there, the operators shouldn't have d~ 
~_ . ~~on 
e nals they,oot. They knew that maybe the readings were not true. The 
adlninistratiWJ for not seeing If very thing that was there Is In place after they 
were done wfth tM testing, they were test If the was something wrong not to 
make something to wrong they are expected to .. 100% ". __ ~ ............... ""e. 
The bolSes of the plant were seffish by bI..tikIng that plant near a vHJage i§.km) 
~use they knew that 8 nudear plant is very (http://e" Wikiped;8.0~'dlThree 
Mile 'sland Accident, May 2008). f\. 
-'} 
The use of the 'I' is an indication that all students have 'something to say' as they use personal 
pronouns to summarise and state opinions. At this stage of their writing development is 
indicative of previous writing experiences. The use of personal pronouns, descriptive adjectives 
and figures of speech are examples the 'creative' writing required at high school level. In many 
descriptive and narrative compositions done at school level introductions and conclusions are 
taught as personal summaries and opinions or for structuring your composition. 'Creative' 











noted in the autobiographical self. Students did not require any sources when doing this type of 
writing. Angelil-Carter's research on plagiarism (2000) in academic writing has concluded that 
writing from multiple sources is an entirely new experience for most South African students 
irrespective of educational background. This is evident in my analysis as all my students come 
from different backgrounds and all of them only use the personal pronoun to shape text. 
The second textual feature establishes authority by means of the certainty with which writers 
write or the force with which they write. This is called modality. Halliday (185:86) says that 
modality is the "intermediate choice between 'yes' and 'no' in writing". His view is that a relatively 
low modality is a reasoned and objective argument or statement as it allows for the possibility of 
evidence contrary to ones claims. On the other hand a high modality appeals to emotions and is 
persuasive. A high modality also gives the impression that there is enough evidence to make 
strong claims. Science writing often portrays this high modality stance as the genre requires 
writers to provide evidence for their results and recommendations. It is also common for science 
lecturers to teach science as exact and factual and thus encourage students to present this high 
degree of modality in their writing. As seen from the previous autobiographical writing of my 
research subjects, most past writing practices were factual and this could further have influenced 
modality usage in writing. For example, Mel uses a mixture of high and low modality in the 
following paragraph. 
Extract 4.16. Mel- Horticulture (lines 8-10) 
The Vinca Major can be used as a quick ground cover, but it can soon be rampant if 
not controlled by cutting back, however it should be planted in containers 
She says that the plant 'can be used' as groundcover which is a sign of low modality as it allows 
for the possibility that the plant can be used for other things, then she continues to say that it 
'should be planted' in containers which is a degree of high modality as it gives recommendations. 
Modality is dependent on how we view our subject as discussed above and it is noted in the 
autobiographical information that Mel has used multiple sources to write essays before. There is a 
sense that Mel is more at ease in her writing than the other subjects based on her past literacy 
practices. 
Sabrina, Thandi and Anele use mainly high modality in their writing which can be seen in their 
introductions on page 36 and in their conclusions on page 50. The writing does not allow for 
evidence contrary to their statements. The autobiographical and discoursal self positions 
students authorially in this aspect as students write based on their past experiences and also on 
the topic and genre provided by the institution. 
The third textual feature in the table is the extent to which writer's claim authority for their 
personal experiences. The use of 'us', 'we', 'our' is often an indicator of a writer relating personal 
experience. This is an indicator of a high authorial presence in the text. Sabrina is the only student 
who shows a sign of using personal experience in her text. 
Extract 4.17. Sabrlna- Horticulture (line 35-38) 
All I can say is that the populus tree plays a big role in our Jiyes ... It is so amazing 
to know that it helps a lot from doctors, in our homes and even in traditional 
healers. 
The use of 'our' in Sabrina's sentences shows that she identifies with the healing properties of the 
tree. There is a sense that she knows more about this tree than she has researched and this 











In this aspect, the discoursal aspect of writer identity affect the authorial self as the topic of the 
assignment does not require a personal point of view and the genres in science do not encourage 
a personal opinion. 
The fourth textual feature is the types of reporting verbs the writer uses when a resource is 
introduced. In most cases the students attached the source at the end of the paragraph without 
using a reporting verb as seen in the extracts below: 
Extract 4.18. Anele- Analytical Chemistry (lines 36-40) 
The acddem took plac:e In a smaH fuel preparation plant. It occurred around 10:30 (area 
local time) when the company that operates the plan. poured 35 poundS of uranium Into -a purification tank that contain nrtric acid in plac:e of 5.2 pounds that Is normaly used 
there. What followed afterthat,,35 PDUl1ds of uranium instead of 5.2 po~ia#lathre 
was a formation of a flash of blue light inside the Pfant~ the resuft that was oeIled a 
nUClear fission chain reaction (http://en,wikioedla.ortl.wikVtokalmYrI=diUlter. May 2008). 
Extract 4.19. Thandl- Analytical Chemistry (lines 36-40) 
BACKGROUND 
The plant had 2 reactors TMI-1 & 2. the accident started in the TMI-2 reactof ~e 
TMI .. 1 reactor was shut down for refueling at the time of the accident. The ; 
accident started when plant's main feed water pump in the secondary non-
cooling system failed (04:QO). Then ~'backup system started automatically put on 
Ithat backup system there were two valvEJ which were oo~ working because they 
~ere dosed (http://en wiklpedla.orglwikifThree Mfte 1sland ACCident, May 2008). 
Extract 4.20. Mel- Horticulture IIInes 8-14) 
THE POMESTIC USE§ 
The VIIlC8 Major can be used as a quick ground covet. but it can soon 
become rampant if not controlled by cutting back, however it should 
rather be planted in containers. This plant mostly thrives in. shade. 
but can also flower in sunnier positions. The Vinca Major will flourish 
amongst the stones of rock gardens. or on steps, The Vinca Major 
appears to form thick carpets of groundcover with blue or white 












Extract 4.21. Sabrlna- Horticulture (lines 8-14) 
This plant can also be used In various ways for both herbal and medicinal 
uses~ 'he bark itself is used to treat rheumatoid arthritiS. cystitis and dian:!lea. 
Buds are used against chronic bronchnls and rheumatism. For external use It 
is used for frost bite, sun bum and used as an ointment for myalgia (Carriere 
2004). 
The above textual feature was not well integrated in the students' text which implies poor 
authorial presence in most of their text. The students said in post writing interviews that they 
found it difficult to represent the voices of others in their text. Mel struggled as her previous 
writing did not require the use of references. She worked in the advertising world which did not 
require one to acknowledge sources. The other three students did not have the background 
writing experience to indicate to the reader when they are using other sources. Sabrina said that 
she had a problem as all the information was from other sources. She said the following when 
asked about her references. 
Sabrina: The problem is that I do not know where to put my reference. This is why I 
place it at the end of the paragraph to show that I have read. 
As we can see from the above analysis it is difficult for all students to use their sources critically 
within their text as it is a relatively new concept. However, it is even more difficult for EAL 
students, as they have to battle with linguistic skills as well. 
The last textual feature in the table examines the extent to which students commented and 
evaluated the works of others. All the students regarded the work of others as the truth and used 
this as factual evidence in their text as the above extracts show. As noted before, students learn at 
school that writing in a content subject is a set of facts to be constructed. This is carried over to 
the novice writer in first year academic writing. 
Angelil-Carter suggests that students battle with referencing in essays because the authorial 
presence given in the readings to students is difficult to detect for the EAL student and it is also 
difficult for students to clearly indicate 'where the voices of others end and their own begins' 
(2000: 128). 
She says that further research should be undertaken to ascertain what establishes authority in 
text. She further suggests that authorial stance is related to the wider sodety which is the still the 
radally defined South Africa where there are boundaries between groups of people and the kind 
of education provided. These legacies created perceptions amongst black students that they were 
inferior to their white counterparts. Clark and lvanic (1997) sees the writer's sense of authority 
as connected to power and status which is related to class, gender and ethnidty. 
Conclusion 
In the first semester all the students struggled with writing and received low marks. Most 
students battled with confidence in using English as an additional language in their assignments, 
using multiple sources appropriately, letting go of past writing experiences at school and a view 
that sdence is a set of facts to be learnt. These challenges were not addressed by the subject 
spedfic lecturers, for instance in setting the given topic (as noted above) lecturers perpetuated 











the instruction to use 'your own words' in writing assignments. Students battled with expressing 
so-called factual evidence from text into 'their own words'. They were also required to perform a 
new task in having to reference in writing assignments. This task was further complicated by 
using a language that was not their own. Mel, being the only first language English speaker, 
struggled with her flair for the dramatic in her writing activities. There was a common perception 
that science writing was cold and calculating which was perpetuated by the science lecturers and 
this was the main reason for her low mark. 
The above analysis reveals that the three selves in writing identity are intimately linked with each 
other. The various subject positions found in the selves affect how students represent themselves 
and how they reproduce or challenge dominant practices and discourses. In this first semester 
writing activity, there is a sense that students are trying to copy the dominant literacy practices in 
their institution. The authorial presence in the text is low. 
In second semester writing, I trace whether students have positioned themselves differently. Do 
they reproduce dominant practices and discourses or do they challenge them? Do they change 
over time and do they represent themselves differently when writing in a different genre, like 
journal writing. 
Second semester writing 
Copies of the original writing can be found in Appendix 2. 
As said in my introduction to this chapter, I focus on second semester writing to explore changes 
over time in the way students represent themselves in writing. I look at how students have 
aligned themselves with the socio-cultural subject positions made available to them in their first 
year of study. This focus will be on the discoursal self as this is the identity that influences self-
representation. But as my analysis will show that the other two selves (the autobiographical and 
the authorial) will be intimately connected to the discoursal self. In this analysis, I look at the first 
page of each assignment to trace these changes. 
The discoursal self 
For a more clear and structured approach to identify and reflect on certain changes in student 
writing, I have separated Horticulture and Analytical Chemistry as the differences in discipline 
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Extract 4.22. Sabrina- Horticulture 
1. Introduction 
This report wHI be based on how to propagate g~sses .1 Will focuS on the main 
points that are closely related to the techniques of propapating9ras~ and othel 
aspects related to it-TheSe aspects will include grass propagation by dMtlotl, 
_ " t '" 
and seeds, fertility and tmportant requirements on grass prOpagation, ; 
,. 
2. Propagation of grasses by division 
Darke (1999) reveals that division is the preferred means of ~tatiVe 
propagation for gntsses and is usuaily done when grasses are in active growth. 
The vegetativ8 propagation method includes plugging, stoton, epd sprigging. 
Each method will produce similar results but at different rates of time. It has a 
very wide range ~f variety of plant multiplication techniques. 
Many grasses can be renewed by diviston and tram~planting. Grass phants made 
by division are best produced from the new outer growth, which is. usually the 
~trongest"healthiest "..aterial. Firstly it is best to lift small and medium-eized 
grasses from the ground with a strong trowel or sharp spade and use a knife or 
narrow edged trowel to div4de them. Secondly discard dead material from the 
center and thoroughly water divisions immediately following transplanting. 
Thirdly, a sharp spade is essential for dividing and managing the largest grasses 
The mature parts of a grass that are often too big and. heavy to be tifted in one 
piece must be sectioned in the ground wtth a spatfe before they can be lifted. 
The best spade to be used should be the one which are light but exceptionally 
strong. This type of tool is comfortable to use when cutting into the roots of 
grasses and is strong enough to be used lift heavy divisions out of the ground 
(See figure 1.1-1::2119-5). 
The introductory paragraph is shorter and has a higher lexical density than the previous one. The 
lexical density is 4.5 compared to 2.46 in the previous assignment - there are 4 clauses and 
approximately 18 lexical items in the introductory paragraph. In the previous assignment, 
Sabrina used mainly present tense verbs and in this assignment she uses future tense verbs like 
'will focus', 'will include' which is more appropriate in an introduction. This adds more structure 
to the assignment as it informs the reader what is coming, which is an academic skill used to 
introduce a topic. This aspect of identity is further revealed in the next paragraph as Sabrina 
introduces her sources differently than before. In the first assignment, she added most of her 
sources to the end of the paragraph. This time she integrates her source into her writing by using 
reporting verbs like 'reveals'. This is an indication of more control when using her sources. In the 
previous assignment she uses the pronoun 'it' as a subject many times (refer to extract 4.8) 
resulting in short sentences. This paragraph suggests a more developed sentence construction as 
she uses conjunctions effectively to avoid using 'It' as a subject, for example- 'Each method will 











discuss later. Paxton (2006) also says that students use syntactic features in their writing 
reminiscent from their historical and social roots. For example, some students' familiarity with 
the African story-telling traditions filtered into their writing. Paxton identifies cp-ordinate 
conjunctions and question and answer forms as syntactic features. She suggests that many 
students string together lengthy sentences using co-ordinate conjunctions because they write as 
they speak: 
Sabrina- Horticulture (From extract 4.22) 
Secondly discard dead material from the center .a.rulthoroughly water divisions 
immediately following transplanting. Thirdly a sharp spade is essential for 
dividing.and. managing the largest grasses. 
The science identity which is a characteristic or a marker of a particular academic identity is very 
prominent in the extract 4.22 as shown by the expressions of quantity like 'division', 'wide range 
of variety', 'different rates of time', 'multiplication techniques'. The horticulture identity also an 
identity marker of an academic identity is found in the specialized lexis used on the first page for 
instance 'vegetative propagation', 'stolon', 'transplanting'. Passive verbs are also more evident in 
her writing- 'can be renewed', 'are best produced', 'to be used'. There was a hint of this identity 
marker in the previous assignment, but it is more explicit in this assignment. 
In this later assignment, Sabrina shows more consideration for her reader as she introduces her 
points by using 'firstly', 'secondly' and 'thirdly' in her text. The topic in this particular horticulture 
assignment requires a factual investigation into how to propagate grasses. This adds to the more 
factual approach in this text compared to the previous text. 
Despite presenting herself in a more academic fashion in this assignment, Sabrina still retains 
some personal religious identity which is reflected in her conclusion to this assignment as 
reflected in the words below. It must be added that Sabrina's subject-specific lecturer did not 
approve of her ending. She wrote a comment in the assessment that 'it was out of place'. 
Extract 4.23- Sabrina (Horticulture lines 77-79) 
I realize that God had the intention for me to choose this course, Horticulture so I 
can learn more brighter and interesting aspects on it. 
Angelil-Carter (2000) suggests that the religiOUS identity marker which sees the Bible as being 
factual added to the notion that school knowledge (textbooks and teacher's notes) are factual can 
lead to students seeing text as factual. This could create problems in academic writing which 
encourages students to compare, contrast and discuss text. In Sabrina's writing this is not the 
case as she has read other texts which have appropriated her into her discourse. She says that she 
'has done quite a lot of reading on her subject of horticulture'. When asked about the religious 
references in her work, she says that her 'path in life is to thank God at the end of everything as 
nothing would be possible without Him.' Sabrina's religious identity is inherent in all aspects of 
her life and one feels that she cannot help herself as this is part of her. 
Mel 
Mel has chosen the topic: 'Making use ofoldfashioned and organic propagation methods and 











Extract 4.24. Mel- Horticulture 
MAKING USE OF OLD FASHIONED AND ORGANIC 
PROPAGATION METHODS AND MATERIALS USED TO 
PRODUCE CROPS WITHOUT PROPAGATION 
FACILITIES. 
1. INTROQUCTION 
My research is based em making use of old fashioned and organic materials and using 
alternative methods ofpropagnting to produce crops without the use of propagation 
flM:ilities. 
2, COLD FRAMES 
Cold frames (Fiaure 2.1) are envtronmentW1y useful. as tbey provide protection for crops. 
either tempOmry or long tenn use. Classical cold ~ are low, wooden or brick 
framed structures, with a sloping roof. that are made ti'om wooden rhunes, known as" 
lights". These lights~be Ilinged to forma lid or may slide tltro.ss. Some cold frames 
are inexpensive, suclias wooden or alunlinum (Old framell. Ventilationi$ highly 
essentia1; therefore the lights necdlo open to allow for proper ventilation. and eventually 
must be able to open all the way, when the plant .. nc.·ed lu be hardened off .• i.Pears.200l) 
FIGURE l.t A wooden cold frame 
Mel's introductory paragraph is shorter and less original than the previous assignment. In fact, it 
is noted that she repeats the title of the passage. The lexical density is thus low, but the method is 
generally accepted as an academic opening. Mel says in a post writing interview that she is 
'happy' with her introductory line and the horticulture lecturer has 'accepted' her opening as 
'good' as it says what the assignment is about. Mel's identity as an academic writer is strong in 
this extract. The second paragraph avoids reference to people. The sub-heading is 'cold frames' 
and she uses this as the subject in most of her sentences, The sentences are all related to each 
other. Her verb usage all imply passive mental processes- 'are useful', 'are low', 'can be hinged', 











academic community. The horticulture identity is represented by the phrase 'hardened off which 
is used in horticulture circles means toughening a plant against environmental hazards. 
Mel puts 'lights' in quotation marks because this is not her own according to her. She does not say 
where this quotation comes from. It is also note that Mel is still adding her source at the end of 
her paragraph. This practice is repeated at the end of almost every paragraph (refer to original 
copy in the Appendix 2). She also does this incorrectly. There is only one example where she uses 
her sources correctly: 
Extract 4.25. Mel· Horticulture 
ReIchart (1993) says, by adding to much nitrogen to plants, plants will tend to develop 
deep green bushy foliage, and will have slow maturing times. Research done by Ashman 
and Purl (2002). discovered that organic manures can have disastrous effect on the 
environment, in that applications of high rates of nitrate and phosphate leaching, in 
addition to high ammonia losses through volatilization. 
This is evidence that Mel is still struggling to take complete ownership of her role as an academic 
writer. This is evident in the way she attaches her sources to the end of some paragraphs as seen 
in her authorial self. Her creative identity is hard to trace in this assignment which could be 
related to the nature of the assignment or it could be that Mel has been apprenticed into the 
scientific genre where factual information is dominant. However there still remain traces of Mel 
as the creative writer. She tries very hard in this assignment to be factual. but her natural 
tendency for having strong opinions (as expressed in her previous writing and during interviews) 
is inherent in her work. She starts off with a brief introduction where she repeats the topic and 
then one expects a factual account of alternate methods of propagation. However Mel presents a 
persuasive style of arguing for old methods instead of modern techniques of propagating. I think 
that this has a lot to do with Mel's fluency in English and her previous wrlting experience in 
dealing with multiple sources. This is her conclusion: 
Extract 4.26. Mel· Horticulture 
By propagating in the old fashioned ways, a great number of advantages can come out of 
this organic propagating, not only supporting our natural environment, but it is 
ecologically sound and sustainable in the long run. 
Mel ends her essay with an authorial conclusion as seen in the above extract. She was 'upset' that 
her subject specific lecturer told her not to be judgmental in her writing as it is not required in a 
factual essay. 
Sabrina did not do well in the previous assignment. Her marker thought that she was not 
'scientific' enough and did not use her sources well. The scientific approach was generally 
regarded as presenting factual information and using the correct terminology. Melon the other 
hand, received a good mark for her first assignment. Her marker reflected that she answered the 
question and presented 'scientific' information well. In this assignment, however. Sabrina 
received a higher mark. The same marker of the previous assignment criticized Mel's work as 
being too lengthy and also noted the absence and incorrect use of sources. Sabrina was praised 
for her good research and presentation of facts. It is interesting to note that Sabrina has 
successfully built on her prlor discourses to learn new ways of writing. She interweaves her 
personal approach (the religious identity) in her conclusion to end an academic assignment in an 
innovative way. This implies that Sabrina is not fully conforming to the d~minant discourse 
completely but perhaps challenging it in a small way. There are still traces of Mel's creative 
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Extract 4.27. Thandi- Analytical Chemistry 
1. IftRODUC'1'%01f 
In this project I will focus on the making of soap, what 
makes it and how is it made I the processes involved in 
making it. I have chosen the );)ar soap. In my background I 
will discuss the nature of bar soap and what they are in 
terms of surfactants and the difference between a soap and 
a detergent (<http://W't/W,clea.ning 
lOLcom/cleaning/chemistry, August 2008». 
I will also" the lngredients which we will be used in making 
the bar soap, the four industrial basic rules one must 
follow in focus on the making of the soap(<http:// 
www.cleaninglOl.com/cleaninglchemistry. August 2008~). 
Finally I will look at the advantages and disadvantaQ'es of 
the soap (<http://www.cleaninglOl.comlcleaning/chemistry. 
August 2008». 
Soaps are used as a cleaning agent made from the 
interaction of fats and oils with alkali. The alkali used 
in the bar soap is the sodium, 
Soaps are anionic surfactant (negative charge) (<http:// 
ww.cl~ing lOLcom/cleaning/chemistry, August 2008». 
Soaps are said to be a surfactant because they reduce the 
surface tension in the water by doing that they will make 
water to be wetter (<http:// ww.cleaning 
101. com/cleaningl chemis try, August 2008». 
Soaps are different from detergents because they only have 
one aurfactant were as detergents have more than one 
surfactant. Detergents are less sensitive than soap; they 
perform well under a variety of condi tiona «ht tp: II 
www.cleaning10l.com/cleaning/chemistry. August 2008». 
The lexical density is less than 2 which is lower than to the previous assignment which was 3. But 
as I have said before Thandi has used many words ad verbatim from her sources in that earlier 
introduction in first semester writing. The implication is that Thandi is still battling with 
representing herself authorially in trying to avoid plagiarism. This raises questions regarding the 
role of plagiarism in hampering student writing performance. However, there is a change in the 
way Thandi has represented herself in second semester writing. She is more aware of the norms 
of academic writing and therefore one notices a more structured approach to her writing. An 
example of the above statement is seen in the clear headings and the more detailed explanation of 
the terminology in this second report. In her introduction as she uses 'I' to structure her essay as 











reader consideration. The same reference is added at the end of each paragraph which indicates 
an acute awareness of the importance of referencing. The repetitive references suggest some 
anxiety and once more this could be her attributed to her fear of plagiarising. Angel-Carter says 
that race and gender inequalities inherited from apartheid in South Africa lead to a lack of self-
confidence in writing (refer to page 65) which in turn leads to an overdependence on sources. 
Anele 
Extract 4.28. Anele- Analytical Chemistry 
INTRODUCTION 
This assignment is about something that we use everyday to wash 
ourselves, to wash dishes and also to dean things inside our homes, ~ 
we know that there are many types of soaps, so the type of soap that I'm 
going to talk about is U- bar "p,so j'll first talk about the background Of 
this soSP'lhat 18 used everyday for daanl,ijf8nd bathing purpcses. so I'll 
,~kabout where ~"!J1I~ soap made, who were the people ueing it and 
~Y does.the wash. but my maln focus.,qn the soap itself. As we know that 
8OI!ij) Is made tToir?tats and lye (NaOH). So I'U also talk about why soap 
washes other substances. I" talk about how to make a bar soap .' 
petergents and Soaps 
According to Browner C~ .. f(1998) a detergent Is a substance that cleans 
dirty surfaces and soap Is a type of detergent Detergents<,,~ lsoap$ are 
buioelly used for cleaning because water can't just take away oJl. Soaps 
on the other side can remove oIIqulcker. Detergents allow 011 & water to 
mix so that the 'oil stain' can be removed during the rinsing. Mainly. 
detergents are surfactants. which can be formed Simply from chemicals of 
petrol. 
They were ~ becausfLtI1e,.Yf8$ scarce animal and vegetable fats to 
make soap around World War; 1 and WotId War 2. Uke any bar soap. 
d8tergentshave water-loving (hydrophobic hydrocarbons) and water-
hating com~~ (hydrQPhlllc hydrocarbons). Those hydlophoblc 
hydrocarbons are pushed away by water, but they become attracted by oil 
and grease. One end of the hydrophilic molecule will be attracted to water 
(Browner C.M 1998). 
According to MulUn R. (1993) soaps and detergents products ere produces, 
in the form of bars, grains and tablets. People use to wash their bodies. 
They use shampoo for their hair and brush their teeth VIIIth soaps and 
detergents. Also, doctors clean aore· wounds with soap to kill germs that 
cause Ird'ection. DeteIgenbs and soaps contain a basic cleaning agent 
called ·Surfactanta. Surfactsnta consist of molecules that attach themselves 
to dirt patticlas •. Those molecules pull these particles out of this material 
and hold them until they rinse away. Detergents and soaps have m1Jny 
different uses, In households and In industries. 
Writers position themselves according to the knowledge and understanding of the discourse they 
are in. At this stage of the year Anele shows a growing confidence in his knowledge and 
understanding of the discourse he is in. In an interview he says the following: 
Anele: I learned so much while researching and writing up this aSSignment. This time, I 
knew exactly what I wanted and how to say it. The only problem was the referencing. 











However Anele still displays a low lexical density in this assignment The calculation is less than 3. 
But, like Thandi there are traces in his writing that he has adopted a more academic voice. For 
example. he has a longer and more informative introduction, he uses 'we' to show that he is part 
of an academic community and he uses a chemical symbol for fat$ and lye. In the second stanza, 
Anele makes his source part of his knowledge making process. This reference to Bouwer (even 
though it is incorrectly done) in the extract Signifies that Anele is becoming part of an academic 
discourse. 
In the earlier analysis Anele used long awkward sentences to shape his text (refer to Extract 
4.20). In this assignment, Anele generally uses shorter noun phrases, but there are still some long 
sentences. The difference is that the sentences are better constructed that the previous 
assignment An example of the sentence conStruction can be seen in the following two sentences: 
Extract 4.29 
Anele. lines 90-91 Anile. Lines 80-83 
Mullin R (1993) states that the natural part According to Mullin Rick (1993) soaps 
of soap is a negatively charged polar contain sodium or potassium fatty acids in a 
molecule. chemical reaction called Saponification and 
each soap has a long hydrocarbon chain, 
with a Carboxylate head. 
The first sentence (90·91) is a simple construction of two short noun phrase and short syllabic 
words. He uses the reporting verb 'state' to introduce his source which was not done in the 
previous analysiS. The sentence contains a scientific phrase- 'negatively charged polar molecule', 
This sentence is an indication that Anele is gaining an academic identity. The next sentence is long 
but not clumsy and overcrowded as in his previous assignment. The linking word does not signify 
a new idea but is a continuation of an explanation of 'soap', The sentence is well constructed with 
few errors. His use of scientific words also signifies that Anele has developed a chemistry identity 
that he is comfortable with. Both sentences signify a growing ownership. 
There is a Significant change in how these two students represented themselves discoursally in 
this assignment. The social environment of the university which includes the science discourse 
has clearly influenced student writing, There is fluidity in their writing which shows an ease with 
the discourse and the discipline. They are aware of their changing interests and this has 
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In the first assignment it was discussed that science writing encourages high modality usage as 
the science genre requires making recommendations based as said before. In addition, the both 
topics set are factually orientated. These are reasons the high modality usage in these 
assignments as can be seen in the following extracts. 
Extract 4.32. Sabrina. Horticulture (line 21) 
The best spade to use should be the one which is light but exceptionally strong. 
Extract 4.33. Anele. Analytical Chemistry. (Conclusion) 
Now I can use soap responsibly because I know where does soap come from, who 
were the first people who were using soap, where does the word soap come from 
and what was the reason for naming it that way. 
The third textual feature is the extent to which students claim authority for their personal 
experiences. Again as in the first and second textual feature, the students did not use many 
personal experiences in their writing. Once more, we can deduce that the nature of this 
assignment did not require the students to draw from their personal experience. 
The fourth feature is the reporting verbs used in the writing to introduce sources. These verbs are 
more frequent in the later assignments. Students are using this to introduce factual information 
rather than to compare or argue with a source. Once more we are reminded that these topics do 
not require argument or critically engaging with text. It is noted that Sabrina is more confident in 
using reporting verbs. Anele shows a slight increase in using reporting verbs. 
Extract 4.34. Sabrina (Horticulure) 
Aldous (1999) adds that the simplest propagation technique is division. 
According to Charlton and Deeming (2000) most grasses do not need chemical 
fertilizers. 
Thandi and Mel show little confidence in using reporting verbs. They still attach references to the 
end of the paragraph. 
Extract 4.35. Thandi (Analytical Chemistry) 
It is a soluble salt of an alkali metal. Alkalis used in the past for soap 
making were obtained from ashes of plants. The common alkalis used in 
the soap making today are sodium hydroxide and potassium hydroxide 
(http://www.cleaningl0l.com/cleaning/chemistry. August 2008». 
The fifth textual feature is the extent to which students comment and evaluate the work of others. 
All the students presented others' work as factual. This could once more be attributed to the 
factual nature in the way science is presented to the students and the nature of the topic. The 
horticulture students have one textbook which they carry with them all the time. The chemistry 
students have a single manual that they use for their chemistry lectures. To strengthen this 
perception, as said in the first semester writing analysis, students have been entrenched at high 
school that subject specific essays are factual and can be reproduced. In addition, both subject-
specific lecturers have asked me to help the students summarise chapters from these books 'as it 












Students have developed more of an authorial voice in this assignment This is illustrated by the 
confident and appropriate use of the first person pronoun and the confidence in using more 
reporting verbs to introduce sources. There is also a fluency in their writing that was lacking 
before. Sabrina, Anele and Mel to some extent seem to have developed discoursally and 
authorially in their writing. Thandi's authorial presence is still low in her writing based on the 
absence of reporting verbs and overuse of sources in her writing, but as said earlier constructing 
an identity in writing is a process and what is uplifting is that her discoursal self has developed. 
Conclusion 
I would like to comment that students have matured in the sense that they are more advanced 
linguistically and conceptually after spending almost eight months in their respective study fields. 
They are now aware of the literacy practices valued by their lecturers. The students have realised 
that it is easier to imitate the dominant discourses of their disciplines than to Critically challenge 
discourses. Despite this imitation of the current discourses, there is a hint of a growing authorial 
self in Sabrina and Anele's writing. 
The students in this research study are all from different backgrounds. Students like Sabrina and 
Anele who have had limited access to language and literacy resources, have developed so much 
over the academic year. These two students have shown throughout the year a determination to 
be successful and this motivation could be because of their personal histories as discussed in the 
autobiographical identities. Anele comes from a small community who is proud that he is 
attending university. We are reminded that in his autobiographical identity that it was a teacher 
in his community that recommended CPUT. Sabrina is a caring daughter who has shown great 
potential in her household as she is the only one who has passed matric. She is aware that her 
family has saved to send her to Cape Town to study as they believe in her. The above subject 
positionings have been a strong motivator for these students. This helped them with a positive 
representation of themselves. Nomdo (2006) says thatthis sense of 'being special' develops a 
feeling of self worth which provides positive affirmation of identity. He calls this 'collateral 
capital' and argues that this kind of collateral capital leads to a 'development of a powerful 
metalanguage for success' (Nomdo, 2006: 203). 
Thandi is struggling to develop authorially in her writing, but there is a sense that she will get 
there if she overcomes her fear of plagiarism. It is difficult for Mel to change which could be 
related to her age and her previous literacy practices. The autobiographical self is dominant in 
her writer identity. It has been more difficult for Mel compared to Sabrina, who is in the same 
field, to learn and apply new understandings and new ways of representing herself as her prior 
literacy practices have always produced good results. However, there is positive change in her 
writing as she has learnt to use her creativity wisely in her essays. Mel's struggle is with 
presenting sources appropriately. She does not seem to know how to synthesise other people's 
information into her own style of writing. It is apparent that all the students struggle with how to 
represent themselves in the best possible way as these are new ways of understanding and 
writing to all of them. Students respond differently to these challenges. For most students it 
seemed easier to conform to the dominant ideologies in their disciplines as it is readily available. 
The writing marks of Sabrina and 
Anele have improved quite Significantly for this assignment as their discoursal and authorial 
selves became more dominant Thandi and Mel's marks improved slightly as their discoursal 
selves improved 
, The three identities overlap quite Significantly in both assignments when it comes to viewing 











present in student text and helps the students to develop discoursally and authorially in both sets 
of writing. The difference is in the dominance of the one over the other. In the first semester, the 
autobiographical self was quite prominent In writing and in the second semester the discoursal 
self and the authorial self became dominant In many ways the authorial positioning depended on 
the discoursal positioning. Students position themselves consciously or subconsciously according 
to the subject positions available to them. In this case the literacy practices of the institution were 
quite dominant. 
Time does change student voices as it different in their second assignment. It is noted that the 
topics are different, but there is also a developing sense that students want different things for 
themselves at different stages of their development The sense is that as writers get to know their 
Discourses they also get to know what works and what does not work and use this to construct an 
identity. This construction is an ongoing process. In the next section I focus briefly on journal 




Students were asked to keep an ongoing journal in the second semester. They were told to write 
about anything in their lives and in any form or style. The only criteria were that the journals had 
to be written in English and they had to make at least one entry per week I also added this to my 
data for my research as my interest lay in how people experience writing as an act of identity. As a 
language lecturer, I often heard people complaining about how academic writing 'was not me' and 
how they struggled with identifying with the academic genre. It was thus interesting to analyse 
journal writing using the same framework and to discover whether students still felt alienated 
from their writing. 
Journal writing has entered the arena oflanguage communications classrooms at CPUT. Language 
lecturers are encouraging writing in any form in order for students to develop into better writers. 
The focus of student journals in my course is to encourage reflective personal development in 
subject knowledge, knowledge of the field and their ability to learn independently. Boud (2001) 
says that journal writing is related to learning as it enhances reflective practice. He says that we 
can use journals to see what writers have learned and how they writers have learned to express 
themselves in journals. His reflective model is based on the premise that learning is always 
grounded in prior experience and any attempt in new learning must be based on that. My 
research will suggest that students are social beings and writing should be a socially meaningful 
activity. Writing is always contextual and situated. 
The journal writing my students engaged in reflected on their experience of being a first year 
student I used it as a discursive tool as it was an excellent lens for my research as it showed 
clearly what writing text reveals about writers' sense of self, social world and the construction of 
identity. Moon (1999) adds that the purposes of using a journal as reflective practice is to 
increase active involvement in learning. take personal ownership oflearning. to enhance the 
personal valuing of the self and to provide an alternative voice for those not good at other forma 
of writing (in Boud 2001). 
I have chosen Sabrina's journal writing for analyses as I think that she is the student who changed 
the most She received very low marks in most of her subjects in the first semester and at the end 
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This entry asserts Sabrina's authorial presence strongly in her writing. The use of the first person, 
the reflections on her life and the way she answers herself all direct a path in how she wants to 
portray herself. This reflective conversation with her diary demonstrates Sabrina's self awareness 
of her life and what motivates her. Her writing is reflective and personal. These characteristics 
affect her discoursal self in her academic writing as well in the first semester. The reflective 
nature of her writing is represented in the passage below. 
Extract 4.37. Sabrina -Horticulture- first semester (Concrusion) 
Through this research I have learnt interesting aspects t~~rds tne beauty 
of nature.lt has surprised me that this ~~I"I~jUbis ... tr. is multi • 
functional as it has many uses in order to .save people1s lives .Millions of 
people who are suffering from diseases are being saved by the uses of this 
tree . All I can say Is that the populus tree,p!a~~ ~9ig role in our fives. 
Simon's poplar's outer appearance can have Ii defined objective in IJ8Ir"IS it 
showing that it Is more powerful. " Is so amazing to know that it helps a4et 
fr(Mfl doctors, In our h~and even In traditional healers. Therefore I can 
/I. < •• " •• 
say that thla could be brighter meanirt9!~I. not to judge the book by its cover, 
c" .................... '. 
There is a perception that as she gets to know academic discourse as represented by the 
institution, she discards her primary discourses. When asked why she had changed her style of 
writing, she answered: 'I learnt what is important for good marks and this has developed my 
writing'. 
Sabrina has developed the skill of writing for different audiences and still owning what she 
writes. This is evident in the way her autobiographical, discoursal and authorial self is 
represented in her second assignment 
An apt ending to this section would perhaps be the following quote from an interview with 
Sabrina after her last assignment 
Sabrina: I was determined to write in an academic way. The more I wrote, the better I 
became. I pictured what my lecturers wanted and presented myselfin this way. What 
helped a lot was thinking and talking about writing to my friends. We supported 
each other. The journal writing was helpful as it allowed me to write for myself and 
this was a good boostfor me. It was me./ understood that you write differently for 
different people. 
This comment was significant to me. As a lecturer, I am always aware that students are not 
presenting their own angles in their assignments because of the criteria I have set Somehow, I felt 
that my present method of feedback based on set criteria for assignments could stunt student 
individuality in writing. 
The above comments from Sabrina are evidence that suggests that writing is an act of identity. 












The above analysis demonstrates again that all forms of writing are acts of identity construction 
and writers positions themselves according to socially available options they have. The discoursal 
choices they make are always represented in their writing and every person has a distinct way of 
representing themselves. They all have different perspectives, ideals, social situations and these 
can all be represented in many different ways in their writing even if they are presented with the 
same task As I said in the introduction to this section, the writer is a social being and writing 
should be viewed as contextual and situated. The analyses of journal writing has supported the 
view that writing is not a neutral activity, but filled with nuances of the individual circumstances. 
Awareness about the significance of identity in all types of writing empowers the individual to 
engage with writing in new ways in their particular subject fields. It is also important that writers 
become aware of the different identities used in their writing. In this way they can use the various 
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Student Consent Form 
Name of participant: ................................................................. . 
Date: .................................... . 
Thank you for agreeing to participate in my research projed "Taking ownership: the self-
representation of 
I value your participation and look forward to working with you on this projed. 
Your involvement will require the use of your biographical writing, joumal writing, two of your 
written assignments designed as part of your coursework in Horticulture 1 or Analytical 
Chemistry 1 and interviews and discussions based on your writing experiences. 
The Ethics Committee of the University of Cape Town requires that all research participants 
give consent when participating in a university research projed. 
This form is to indicate that you understand the research process and you are not exploited in 
anyway. 
I Consent 
I the undersigned understand that I will be interviewed for research purposes and my writing 
will be used to analyse how students represent themselves in first year writing at CPUT. 
I understand that my responses will have no bearing on my assessment and status as a 
student at CPUT. 
I understand that my name will be kept confidential. I agree to take part in this research 
projed. I understand the research process. 
I freely give my consent. 
Signature: .......................................... .. 
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Ana!ytica! Chemistry ECP 2008 
Communicat ion Skills and Chemistry assIgnment 
---
NB R~dk>acllv. m~I .. I.'s ... g.n • • ~11y .-tlI.lled .. dang.'ous to man~ lnd and a ll othe. fo,ms 01 
~'" on Mfll'o. Y~I many coun,.i~. uSe nuclea. ' MC"onS as an IIlIo.nallve sou.ce of en~'9Y. 
ESKO M cU" ',>1 ly mo, pla"s arOOI 10 bu;ld anoll'oe. nuel ••• • uc lO<" Ih~t w,1I address Ihe ",osl 
, sm ...... -'9Y ensl. South "rric~!~ eve. 'Un. 
~ hi K'''''Y you.,.. r.qulred 10 r~~a.r;h."y nucl ... d<t.a~Ier ... AfrICa Illal o<x"rr<td In I~ laS! 
twn(Ired years U~ HIf' I~I""'eI otntl Iype the won.1o nLICIt_ d'USletl AI,>:a In tile search 
O .I."a bOw of a ",-VCll eng .... hlr. Goog~ or Y.r>o;>o 
1 Re!ld and au"'ma',se)'O<Jl ,ese .. ctr ft" ,*,ga Inlr.> a I VUCl".-..t "'""" ... '" or alog,eal oullrnl' You 
should nol uH full "",,'enceIDui lr ey worcb 
4 Wnw. "p(tft based on"f"Oll rese-.cl1 YOIIrepan musl have nead,rgs and stbneachn gs Tile 
t epol"l II>oUlI nave .c>III"O", .... te-Iy 300 words 
I 1M a;;"um"nllorltr. "'Iognmenl W1. be d,Vlded IS follows 
Gro up ",uenlallon 60%. 
ind'OId ull! usay 40'% 












Semester 1, Anele 
Introduction 
The _y illlIbaut • disaster IhI1t took place In Japan.,,&~ ~mlJl8 Nuclear 
0iIastIM' and It 'MIll cauted by 1M ern~: I'm QOiI'1til to concenInIIe on ibt~ 
btICkgIouncI, .. 0CCUI1'tII1C4I and whit really Cl8UMd tile acddenl 
/.,. ,· .. ··,""_WOUnd 
/'" """ ... , 
.~ . 
AtcoItII!»tIS'OIcIc8naon (1914). tile dlla1ertdok plate in Japan on September 1991. II 
'MIll ";"'11atast and __ ••. It OCClJl'le\t'" if. "\lam called JCO Corporation. This 
dIutter occurred when the ;':;;;'';;'''' hand11~~ and the I'8IeMe of ~gh 
kMtIaorrad~ i, ~,«...:.\, .. ,...... "! • 
This I'.IIIIasler left many expefts with INIIIV ~~ abouIlhe failure of thIa nudeer" 
dilllllilr.~ &Iage,.-.n .... depending on the,~uclear p(MeI' for ~ 1!If1d. ' 
after the dIIasIer.1he nucIW~ polICy ~~con"del'lllb_n's-mo:at~ 
nudeer racIitIIon ac:ckIIiInt ~ at 11 uranl\jlllrepoc:e8ling facilty in the city in Japan. 
(Oidlenson 1994). ' ".---. /' .-
The AccIcllnt 
The aceid1n11OOk place in a small fIJeI preparation plant. Iloeeurred I.IrOI.ind 10:30 (araa 
Io(::aI time) when the ccrnpany that ~ the Plan. pourtd 35 pounds of I.I1InJ\IrIlnto 
II puriIIcaIlon talll< that CICII1faIn nitric acid In place of 5.2 pcII.rIds the( Ia normally UIIed 
It\ere. WhIIt falloweclllllet ~ pcu1ds of unrilm in!lucI of 5.2 ~lsiAlt p:;.,. 
was • formation or • ftaIh of blue light inIide the pIanl.A! the retII.!II that WU c:aIkId 11 
nudear IIseIon chain reac:Ifon (t!Up;/lM.wlklped!a,9!'ll.wIk!lto!salmu,,-disastar. Mey 2008), 
The Japan', ElIdI1c PoMr ComI*1Y I\IIhed 880 pounds of lCIdium bonD 10 the plant 
\0 abaorb the radIIIIion 1hI1t" emitted, bIJt the wodters had diIfteuIIy In geI1It\g cklIIe to 
\hal pnICIIUing tank. The employees then entered the facility again and they cruehed 
Semester 1, Anele 
the water pipes thalleaded 10 that tank where the aCCident was oocun1ng 
fbttp:lltO!w!kipe<Ia.~~ Uay2008r.-- ,,'< .,'''-
CONCLUSION 
ToltaimlA disaster was aIUMd by human elTOr ~~ If ~ of that cornpai1y that 
operates 'WIth the plant dk!!:L~.that error of pouring 3S pou'Id$ .of uranium In place of 
~,=~n:::~~:;~:;=.~ ......  
\."#~ \ 
REFERENCES 
DIcke~~.19g( The Tokaimura nudeard~r. ~oday.~;-" 
<http;Ifwww.ud.C/9.lIIT.okaIm!.InHr.l.!1m!> [aocessed on 28 Uay 2OO8J 
f W~,. , 










Semester 1, Thandi 
THE THREE MILE ISLAND ACCIDENeNT 
INTRODUCTION 
The .... Mile Island ~ _1hI moIII ~ ac:cidIII1t In 1M hIItDIy of 
the ~ COIIIIMIdai tM:IIar.-. ~ indUllry. The aa:IdtInt 
II8IIted In hl2S MaR:h 1919 (W~)" ~ lI1e main fwd -IUIlP 
faiIecl':'& .1'IIdio8dMI1IiemIInIa - !IIIlIIaIed itiD .aItIIoIIpIwa (Nlp;l1IIn 
~MIIIICIarI! Ac:cIdent. Mey 2008). 
The p/enI had 2 reacIof$ Tt.fI..1 & 2. the IiI<1Cident IIaItad in the nU-2111N11:1ot hi 
fMl.1 '-*'" _1Ihut down for nJfueImg iIIIlhe lime ollila acGIdenl The 
aot;IdenI Sbrted whMpIMi'lI main,..., waw pump in \he ~ non-
ClOOIing.-n railed (OI:QO~ Then II backup.)'IItem eteIfeG ~y 1M on 
IIlat badwp 1I)'IIIIom .... _ twct ...... _dl_ not\llOlt'ln!JJ:IIcMiM 1IIey. 
__ doMd (1'IIIP:l1«t~~ t.fiIe leland Ac:cicIetIt. May 2(06). 
THE OCCURRENCE 
WIIIIIf enIIIre<! pnet.mIJ\Ic ... line hI QOflIroIed 1he flow IhtOugh II ftIIIIIf ~ • 
~ pol",*" S4nce the W81111' _ no longer flowing In !he -*y 
loop. lie -.n ~ went not removtng lINt from the 11NI!!IOr. ThllluII:*l& 
& IU:Ieer rector thut down~, due 10 ilia low of n.M'I1OYtIIln ,he 
primary lOOp (8IIIam ~). S-w; vi' thit!he ~ inC:teaaecl in !he 
aide& 01 !he prima!y lOOp (h\lp:l1ert Wiklp8diaorglMlciJ'Threeo MIle 1&Iand Accident. 
May2OOll), 
Thandi 
Semester 1, Thandi 
The piIokJpw."" ~ relief WIIve (f'ORV) opened III.IIOmaIICIIyllthe 
mp ~1O P"MIIII prlIIIwy $Ide" jlnIIIIl,n from beIng~. The 
.... 1IhoukI hIM! '**d wnen the normeI pRIMUIe was I1NIChIId by hi plinwy 
IidII but It dldll't drJlCI. A dIMIlIlO noIIfy IhIt 1M (PORV) '-dCIIIId _ not 
imIIaIIed during the building of the pIIIi. to .. ""lime. 1>$ • result of IIitJ 1M 
(PORV) remain opened .. hi ()!)Inlar'a ClCIUd not see lhallhe eameIhIng.1IIIIOIIQ. 
ThiatauMd .... ~IO~\Q~ in the 8~ .•• SinI::&the 
(PORV) WIIlOl*l8d the __ pomod ouIl11U1;11 open valve .at lhelOp 01 the 
~& 1hId~ 1Meore of .... NIdork> 0_'-* (htIp:Il«t 
wlldptdIa~Id.'TIlM Mila MIand AecidenI. May 200&). 
The optIIIItOr'a CDIIdft't _Ihat the_ no __ in the core ~.the _ no 
deYk;e 10 __ the W8Ier In the core. They auumed that if ~ ~ watIIr In !be 
~ the la WIlIer In the C>MI. 
The main teed_tar avstam failed 10 work .' thatcaueedit 10 tlU'l down. A 
backup II)/IIIhIm 1It1I1a~, tine -o-:v feed weier pumpc WItt up 
bul,~ -. dcJHd pt'eWII1\InIJ the fMd WlIIef from I'IIIIChlng the IInm 
~(hItp:Jfwn wlkiplldia~""""" ... ltiland ~ May 20(8). 
The vehIe..,. dOIIId ~ lila __ a twa on the plant two dalyllllblJ!he 
aocidI.InI stIiI1IId 41he people wile! _ doing \he ~ IorgoIIo ~ the 
valve. The WII_ were ~ 1ha!1hey doMd. 110 IhIry __ reopened then 
the t1elIm genikn' Uted 10 __ '-tin Ihe $YIMm (hIIp:l1lln 
wikipedia.org/wiklf/ltl8e Mila ItISld Accident. May 2008). 
The geMtaI!Or -. wa1ling ~ t/W. hIIiIIt In "- lIysIlInI buI.lillls the.~ no 
watIIr in Ihe pnma,y loop &,1tIia c;..ed !he pnwenIIoo 1nInSfer at heal fRIm Ihe 
I'IIIIdOf to Ihe ~ loop via Ihe \)BMI'akn. 
The ~ in \tie prIm8Iy sytlem conIInued 10 deall.asa. this _ no Ionge(' 
notIIIIIicIln 1M ~~ibtJt in the nIIoCIOr _till$. ~.~_ 
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Semester 1, Mel 
Thls ~ /lIPOIt wiI foQ/s 011 !he medIc:IIIIIl hIrblt - ~ 
....... of ... """".... II ill • traIIint. ~_ eve!'fI!MII M 
1M*. wIIIh • .,.. KdnO lit .. tIpI wiItI ...... InII ... SlkmJ 
""""'" ~ poriH. ThIt _ 11M ~ .... bbt, p!Ilp8IkIt-iU 
IhapId now-of.~ appear Oft ilion tQICI a-tng _ In 
tpMg-1llid ..... ·"'t1te """",..,.. if.. n.IINIt \0 W. fMd.mIII~ 
~ and NJIIric:II n ,..., 10 C. ".. (SIown:«)<l) • 
DiE DOMESTIC uaES 
JJ:C MiI)!CItW. USES 
Semester 1, Mel 
THE HEBIW. uses 
'In filet WIIiIIm <:oils and Ad.Im It! Edell, 1657, ~ Ihat it _ 
UMd .. _1IIl>II""""'1iIlOIY .'(Br--.:. «)<l) . 
n. """" ..... 1111.11C1d fer .. \femmIf1t of CI'III!Ip$. 'At.lI_ LQnI 
lIIcon. \IhG hmHIf 1eriIled. tIIaI /I you .,..,. • 1mb 1h8I _ 
"*inI1lrom CI'II!lI)II, II <IOIIkI be CUI'ed if ... Qf ~__ 
IiICIII'IU'Id it' 
An 0IntmeN ~ Irom I>rIliRd ....... willi 11OId, lIU ~ _ 
In domeIIlIc"'--. • IIa IleI!n ~. \0 be bot1 .ooIIIing, 
and IoHIina in III !IiImtnIa of !he aUt. AIeo ~ 
fOr lIS ute alan. aceIItnIlWI!edy for toIMdlllg piIM 
PerlwinIcIe fila _ be used lor hllraItIw1I of ICUIVY n inIIiImed 
1OMiII, ~ 'I UNcI ... gargle. For b!eMIIng pin I. can be 
UNd!l'lllllllmaly, .. _ •• If~~. 
VIhen he--.o _ ~. It·., be UNd irIfutoIoM. liquid .,..,.. 
1IIId.,.,...... TlIII sMnt II T_ II.-en, In ~ _ 
pIIR\IIinI<Ie _ IIIIIIIIWd willi ~. chIc;b and heM __ 
... ~ poIionwllCh _ UNd fur _ .... ~ (Orifte: «tt}. 
I \1IOIJd lIIIoIIW IIdvia 1NII1I!he Vinca Majo, 1$ used 11III!.Ik:inIjI, II ill 
\0 be _ UI'IdIr IIIrIdest ~ of • Oodur. ~ lIIiII p4ant 
II • _ hi __ be ... \0 IraMIonn MY tric:II:y .,.. Into 















26 Se tember 200S 
Your task is t compile a report for an oral presentation on one of the following 
topics. I 
1. Propa~tiOD or roses. 
2. propai' tion of fruit trees. 
3. Propa tion of Orchids. 
4. Propa tion of vegetables. 
5. Propa tion of herbs. 
6. Propa ation of street trees. 
7. Laye· g as a production technique. 
S. Propa ation of African violets. 
9. Prop ation of perennial plants. 
10. Propa ation of annual plants. 
11. The tis ue culture production of indigenous bulbs. 
12. Propa ation of grasses. 
13. Propa ation of indoor plants. 
14. Grow· g conditions needed during plant propagation. 
15. How t control pest and disease problems during propagation of plants in the 
green house. 
16. Making use of old fashioned and organic propagation methods and materials 
to produce crops without commercial propagation facilities. 
17. Seed propagation of flowering crops. 
Notes: 
• Students may only select one of the topics. 
• A written report needs to be compiled for handing in on the 21 October 200S 
• Students need to prepare a 5 min oral presentation with visual aids on their 
report also for the 21 October 200S. 
• Student need to have enough knowledge on the topic to be able to answer 
questions from the floor. 
• All work must be referenced and in students own words. Report must be 
typed and include pictures that need to be referenced. A minimum of 5 
references must be used. 














Analytical Chemistry ECP 
Research I assignment 
I 
Communication skills and Chemistry 
I 
Research Ute chemistry of synthetic detergents, including soap. You can 
choose liquid, solid or powder detergents. 
You will be required to do the following: 
Theory 
Write a report of 3-5 pages where you outline the chemicals used to make 
the deter~ent, and then you focus on the advantages and disadvantages of 
this partiqular industry. 
Power ~int presentation 
Present 1e detergent making process to the class using power point 
slides. 
Furthe~i equirements for this assignment: 
Your r rt must be word processed 












Pace 1 of4 
MAKING USE OF OLD FASHIONED AND ORGANIC 
PROPAGATION METHODS AND MA TERlALS USED TO 
PRODUCE CROPS WITHOUT PROPAGATION 
FACILmES. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
My mearcb is based on making 1J!Ie of <lId fasbioocd ood organic mllterials lltld usiag 
alte\'lllWve tnefbod~ of propaptillg 1(1 pl\lduee ~rops wililoUIIm: ~ of JlR)papliM 
l'acilitin. 
2. COLD FRAMES 
Cold ,frames (Fp 2.1) are environmentally Ulleful. as they pro"i~  for erops. 
eidJer1~ Of long tenn use. Classical cold IiDrlms lin: luw. wooden or brick 
Ihmw:d sln.tc:1U~. wilh a sloping roof. tMlarc made from W(lodCIl liames. known as " 
lighrsr. TheseliPti ~ be hinged 10 (oml a lid Of may i1idc ~", SOOIIl cold fi:IImes 
arc innpensive. $uchoS ,,'()O(k.'TlOf aluminum c<,ld 1i'lInl\:~, Vc:ntilotion is highly 
es:lClllial; therefore !he light:; need to open tu allow (Of ptI)pI.'f ventilatioo. and eYellUIaIly 
IIIIISI be able to open all the \'\'Ii)', when the plill'lt$ ncallo Ix: ban:lmed off, . (Pcan.2001) 





Pace 2 of4 Edmples of semester Z wrttt", 
INTRODUCTIQH 
Oelwgents and Soaos 
Accordlng to Browner o..·"f(1988) a detergent Is a substance that deans 
dirty surfaces and soap Ia .. type of detergent. Detergent& & soaps are 
ba8IcaIly used for cleaning beoause walei' ain't just take away Oil. Soaps 
an the other side can I'8f'I'IOYe 01\ quicker. Detergellls allow 011 & water to 
mix so that the 'Oil stain' can be removed dur1ng the rinsing. Mainly 
~ are aurfa<:tants. which can be formed 8ImpIy from d1ernicaIa of 
petrol. 
They were created ~ .... was scarce ... maI and v~ f_ to 
make soap arvund World War', and World War 2. like any bar soap. 
detargeot& have water·kwing (hydrophobic hydrocarbons) and water-
hating componems (hydrophilic hydrocarbons). Those hyc:lnlphoblc 
hydrocarbons are pushed away by water, but they become attracted by oil 
and grerase. One end of lhehydrophilio moJeeule will be attracted to water 
(81'O'M'let C.M 1998). 
According to Muir., R. (1993)11011P5 and detergents products are produces 
in the form of bars. grains and tablets. People uae to wash their bodies. 
They U8e IharnpOO for their hair snd bnIsh their teeth with SCI8PJ and 
detergents. Also, doctors dean sore' wounds with soap to kIH germs that 
cause Infection. Oetefgenta and soaps contain a basic cleaning agent 
caIed SurI'acIanIa. Surl'ac:tanta con8Iat of molecules that 8lt8ch themIeIvea 
to dirt particles. Thoee moIecuIaa pull these particles out of this maUIriaI 














PapJof4 Examples of semester 2 wrIt:inI 
1. Introduction 
Thil report will be based on how to propagate grasses .1 will focus on the main 
points that are cIoeeIy related to the techniques of p~ating grasses and other 
aspects related to It Th9\e aspects win include gra~s propagation by d~19n 
and Meds, fertility and important requirements on grass propagation, 
2. Propagation of grasses by division 
Darke (1999) reveals that division Is the preferred means of vegetative 
propagation for grasses and is usually done when grB8II85 are in active growth. 
The vegetative propagation method Includes plugging, $tolan. attd sprigging. 
Each method will produce similar results but at different rates of time. " has a 
very wide range of variety of plant multiplicatlon techniques. 
Many grasses can be renewed by dillision and transplanting. Grass plllnts made 
by division are best produced from lhe new outer growth. which iI. usually the 
strongest, healthiest material. Firstly il is best to lift small and medium-sized 
grasses from !he ground wilh a strong trowel or sharp spade and use a knife 0( 
narrow edged trowel to divide them. Secondly discard dead material from the 
center and thorOughly water diWsions immediately following transplanting. 
Thirdly. a sharp spade is essential for dividing and managing the largest grasses. 
The mature parts of II grass that are often too blg and heavy to be lifted in one 
piece must be sectioned in the ground with a spa(fe before they cen be lifted. 
The best spade to be used should be the one which are Hght but exceptionally 
strong. ThIs type of tool is comfortable to use when cutting into the roots of 
grasses and Is ab'tIng enough to be used lift heavy divisions out of the ground 
(See figure 1.1-1,2 pg-5)~ 
Sprig and stolon areeesen'i311y the ~.Jmitce»u1be.~ 
Turgeon (1999) It Is the I.I!IB of single plant sections with many growth nodes from 





Pap4of4 Eumples of semester 2 wrItlftl 
1. UI'1"RODUC"1"OII 
In this project :r will focus on the making of soap, what 
makes it and how is it made, the processes involve(! in 
making it. :r have chosen the bar soap. In iIl¥ background I 
will discuss the nature of bar soap and what they az:e in 
terms of surfactanta and the difference between a soap and 
a detergent (<http:// www.cleaninq 
101.eom/cleaning/chemiStry, August 200$,). 
r will also~the ingredients which we will be used in making 
the bar soap, the foul;' inaustrial basic rules one must 
follow in focus on the making of the soap«http;11 
www.cleaniEilOl.com/cleaning/chemistry. Auguat 2008». 
Pinally I will look at the advantages and disadvantages of 
the soap (<http:// www.cleaninq 101.comfcleaning/chemistry, 
August 2008». 
Soaps are use(! as a cleaning agent made from the 
interaction of fats and oils with alkali. ~ 4lkali used 
in the bar soap is the sodium. 
Soaps are anionio surfactant (negative char~el (<http:// 
_",.cleani.nq lOl.oolll!cleaning/chemistry. August 2008». 
Soaps are said to be a surfactant because they reduce the 
surface tension in the water by doing that they will make 
water to be wetter (<http://www.clea.ni..!!.ll 
101. com/cleaninq/chemi stry , August 2oob). 
Soaps are Clifferent fram detergents because they only have 
one surfactant were as deeergents have more th4n one 
surfactant. Detergents are less sensitive than soap; they 
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Write a scientific research report on the medicinal, herbal and domestic use of the plants indicated. 
The report must be 2 typed pages. 
All information given must be referenced. 
All writing must be in your own words. 
Your report must have an introduction, the report and then a conclUSion. 
A bibliography must be given at the end of the report with all your reference material stated. 










Semester 1, Sabrina 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Pop\iUIs timI'd It • SIiIIWI 01_ wNI:h n:IucIt.lM CoIIan 'MlOd,.1'Iopiarw ~.: 
AapeIIC wnIGIl anI~ lIS Poplars. I. II dIK;.IWous n.. n. __ ... 
turning Ilrf\lht IJIIId to)'lllaw W-Ihey fall ~ 1IIII\IIII1\. II ~ .tIouI 30 m 
at. ,. 11M. II II *-""CI fmm AprtIIo .u. and dpent tun tMy 10 JIAy. In 
Of\tef 10 9fIIW wiii' I'IMds light_net I .. d aiooed lOb. 1\ C*t Rolillltllllllsh,_ 
In 1I1e1lllede. ThII ....... ItllIIiI'npIe.UIIIIIy IIIIemeW II'ICI hIIWI en tIIfI'S<:;IMI 
{I!aWIh fGnn.(CtniIIre 2(04). In iIIIJ ntpIIIl wII 'oaa on Popu1ua IIimonI'I 
mtdIeinII. hIItIII and the domeIItk:.lIII6. 
2. MEDICINAL AND HERBAl USES 
~., .... iIIet.,...·Jhanitreats pmbIenI u:h • ....,...., 
IDwef \lid( palnl.QDUI. and ~ ~.'~" aa f81MdyforClllibllllnt. 
t_lIoI111Glcle&. inIecIad -.Inda WIIII!'IIIna, It ..... in tile IIeIImenI 01 
'-* ~ It_ pIaya.!l!IIIII!JoIa ~ IM~. pramottng the IIow 
0I1IiI)e. It ___ ~"""~'!IIeMM called Iuben:uIoeia. Thill 
n. an be UMd In .• ~ IIIUIQM' pIIns m:I ~,dr) IIdn QlndiIions. 
Thill pIIInI '*' alto be UMd in ..-.rIouI ~ for boll hIItIaI and medidnaI 
~ .. balk IIMIfI5 UIMId 10 1INI1hIIInIItoid ...... qIIIftiI and dIIntIIa. 
BudI_UI8d 8gIIlneI dwIlNc ~ and ltleumatiIm. ForIllllemal_1I 
it UIIld forfro&t bile, _lNnIw UI8d "l1li oinImeIII. for II1f8Igia (CcrIh 
2OIM~ 
3. DOMESTIC USES 
AIIhr:Iugh!he lillberfor I"o!MII timI'd Ira NIt a 00Ild qudlV.1:lill1t Ie put 10 
IIIIIfty 1IftIII_.'TbII n. "." ~ natInI_ ....... II 
ueed 10 II\IIIe PIlIP. maIdles, beiIIIeIlnd boI<es. CIIdaIt bela _ alto IIIIde 
frail! ... IrH .$IInd ~ .. ""'" fmm ... t)1MI 01 plilnllo tIII100III ftlU!Ih 
'IIiOCIdeII ~ 1nIIde .. houIes.. The na ill • tMllJMICI ... holder 10 
hang 0II1an:h1M illite usacI for ..... fWes. /III hIlmeI.'" pIInI eM be 
UlllllIO IgIII paIulion ........ IIrIMII'nIInIIIlItb .. the Q\lIIIIIII.wood 
1IWIgIeII_1IIIde willi lila "-.~ wallOtMl 'ItII!eIIIIt4I ~ 
Sablina 
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1& acidic or ... _ mecIe fmm!his I1'1III :fls ... can alto be UMd for 
kIrICIt1g 1M ~ NuId> used for COWlIng IhegrllO.lnd ~ .. 
nuIrienI in !lie'" medot from thislree iCllniilte :1004). . 
4. CONClUSION 
Tl'orough Ihis .-'dI11ItMI1NmI inIereIting ..,... ~ ,the beauty 
of I'IIIIAR.II hal N\lIlfIIId mit Il\at ... 11 .. ~'Ihic" I&!IUII. 
IuncIiOIIaI .. it 1Ies"*lf'- in 0IdBr 10 _ .... '. "'- -*ionI '" 
I*IPIIII who .. tIIIII'wInII trom <:1---. .. '*111......0 IIY 1M \lIMIt 01 1M 
"" . All,*, _IS dial ilia popIiut tree~ •• 1119 lOkI In our ....... 
Simon .. pOpIIw'l DUII!'..,.,...a '*' lItMIadellMd ~ In UIIrtg • 
IhowIng dial lilt _ ~III. II ill flO III'IIIZing to hnr.Iw VIIIt it .. a lot 
IiORI ~ In _ 11011'1.,111111 awn In 1IMIIlon8l1w111rL TIIeNIbna I '*' 
__ ....... ocuIdba ~ ~,_ID judlJfJlhllboak"III_. 
~1bIt1lOl" 1aGk ......... H _ II\outiIIU.juIl",wnlilll 
Iheir.ClIMl phpicIIIdwaGIiIi .... .a-I_ lIlY'" __ -. !108ft 10 
find mnr. ~ In Ihe fIIc:e. I find out iIIBl eecII end .-y I)I'98I!IIm 
,.. 1IIa~ in INs ... U!\iWII'M, 
sabrina 
